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T H E C IT Y A S A
N ET WO R K O F GREEN
I N F R AST RUCT URE
The 1902 City Beautiful plan envisioned
the “City as a Park.” The Community
Greening Plan takes this one step further
by extending nature and bringing green
stormwater strategies into streets,
businesses, schools, public spaces, and
more.

conte x t

A GREEN
VISION FOR
HARRISBURG

DRAFT

Imagine streets lined with trees and planters. Intersections that are narrower and easier
to cross. Homes and businesses that can save money in the long term on utility costs.
Schools that lead by example and provide hands-on learning about the environment.
Parks with water features and gardens filled with native plants that foster community.
A clean Paxton Creek and a Susquehanna River that gleams from the river steps.
Now, imagine that this vision of greening the community could be achieved while also
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satisfying regulations that require managing stormwater and reducing flooding.
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As the operator of Harrisburg’s drinking water, wastewater and stormwater systems with
a mandate to reduce combined sewer overflows, Capital Region Water is in a unique
position to positively impact the environmental health of the region and its water.
Capital Region Water’s commitment to improve the health of our watersheds, reduce
the harmful effects of unmanaged stormwater, and beautify our neighborhoods, has
ripple effects that extend beyond the provision of clean, safe water to our residents and
businesses.
This Community Greening Plan, Capital Region Water’s Green Stormwater Infrastructure
Plan, focuses on identifying areas of opportunity for green infrastructure and assessing
the feasibility of implementation in Harrisburg. While the main purpose of green
infrastructure is to manage stormwater, the transformative nature cannot be ignored.
Not only are the region’s waterways poised to benefit from a green stormwater
infrastructure master plan, but so are the residents, businesses, and visitors of
Harrisburg. Green stormwater infrastructure has the ability to enhance placemaking,
economic development, and can lead to the development of more memorable and
enjoyable public space.

<
A N E TWO R K O F
O P P O R TU N I TI E S
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This diagram depicts green infrastructure
opportunities and community greening
potential throughout Harrisburg. Each
small project starts to add up and create
a network of green infrastructure that
manages stormwater, improves the health
of our waterways, and enhances and
beautifies our surroundings.
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Harrisburg, like cities across the country, is facing the challenge of upgrading and
maintaining water and sewer infrastructure that was built decades ago. About 75
percent of these sewer pipes are part of the city’s combined sewer system. In a
combined system stormwater and sewage are conveyed in the same pipe. During
dry weather, sewage is transported to a sewage treatment facility. However, when
stormwater enters the system, the system may reach capacity causing a mixture of
sewage and stormwater to overflow and discharge into the Susquehanna River or
Paxton Creek.

//

fewer dollars further. Green stormwater infrastructure represents an exciting
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As the cost of maintenance continues to increase, utilities and cities need to stretch
opportunity to leverage public dollars needed for infrastructure investment to effect
positive change in Harrisburg.
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<
P R O TE CTI N G TH E H E A L T H
O F O U R WATE R W A Y S
Managing stormwater and reducing
combined sewer overflows will help
protect our waterways from dangerous
pollution.

“Green infrastructure has the power to transform our neighborhoods in Harrisburg,
but only if driven by the neighborhood community itself. This plan is based
on several exciting conversations with city residents, businesses and local
organizations, and is the start of many more. Be a part of the transformation. It’s
time to get involved.” – Shannon Williams, CEO Capital Region Water

Given that the issues surrounding green stormwater infrastructure are all connected,
they require big picture thinking and partnerships. The City and community’s
participation the planning process to create this Community Greening Plan — from
residents, to partner organizations, to experts in design and infrastructure — was
essential and will continue to be vital to its implementation. For example, during
community meetings, participants stressed the importance of improving streets, parks,
vacant lots, schools, trees, and the river through community greening solutions. The
opportunities to improve these public and open spaces are detailed and prioritized
throughout the plan. There are numerous ways in which the projects will benefit the
public space in distressed neighborhoods, providing new opportunities for recreation,
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and encouraging redevelopment. Taken together, these greening projects will begin to
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public, including improving water quality, attracting economic investments, reviving

improve the overall sustainability of Harrisburg — often described through the lens of
the triple bottom line – the city’s environment, economy, and equity.
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The Community Greening Plan is Capital Region Water’s commitment to partner with and
the community to focus on green stormwater infrastructure as a strategy to improve the
health of Harrisburg’s waterways and provide additional benefits to city residents.

WHAT ’ S IN T H E P LA N: T H E CO M M UNIT Y
G REE NING P LA N AT A G LA NCE
The Problem:
Describes the issues surrounding stormwater and the city’s combined sewer system that
is unable handle the volume of stormwater that enters the system during wet weather
events.
The Solutions:
Includes information on the many ways that green infrastructure works to absorb and
treat stormwater runoff and provides details on the different types of interventions –
from stormwater bumpouts to pervious paving to stormwater basins.
The Opportunities:
Describes the network of green stormwater infrastructure projects that exist in
Harrisburg, and identifies locations for cost-effective pilot projects that can be
implemented and make an immediate impact.
What’s Next:
Contains information on how the green stormwater infrastructure program can
be funded and implemented through a combination of projects, public-private
partnerships, incentives, and other means. The community’s input through the process,
and its support for implementation, is essential to creating a successful stormwater
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management program.
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Green infrastructure has the potential to
not only manage stormwater, but also
improve public spaces and make a more
enjoyable public realm.

Credit: Flickr // Harvey Barrison
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CONTEXT

In 2013, Capital Region Water
entered into a Shared Services

//

Capital Region Water understands
the potential of green stormwater
infrastructure to reduce the
impact of stormwater from wet
weather events and provide
additional environmental,
economic, and social benefits.
In recognition of the importance
of addressing stormwater
and its effects, Capital Region
Water applied for a grant from
the Pennsylvania Department
of Conservation and Natural
Resources to help fund a green
stormwater infrastructure planning
effort.

Agreement with the City of
Harrisburg that established a
Green Infrastructure Escrow Fund.
Capital Region Water pledged
$3.5 million to the City for green
infrastructure projects consistent
with a green infrastructure plan
that would reduce stormwater
and its negative impacts. This
Community Greening Plan
identifies opportunities for green
stormwater infrastructure and
will serve as a foundation for
implementing green stormwater
infrastructure or GSI strategies.
The planning process took into
account a variety of concurrent
planning processes and existing
plans for the City of Harrisburg.
The following pages provide a
brief synopsis of these planning
processes and plans.
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Capital Region Water has entered
into a partial consent decree with
the United States Department of
Justice to address water quality
issues related to discharges from
the combined sewer and municipal
separate storm sewer systems that
it manages.
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W H AT DO ES CA P ITAL
R EGI O N WA T ER D O?
Capital Region Water provides eight
million gallons of water to over 60,000
residents every day to the City of
Harrisburg and portions of surrounding
municipalities. They also maintain
134 miles of sewer pipes within the
City boundaries and treat wastewater
from surrounding communities at the
Advanced Wastewater Treatment Facility.

Credit: Flickr // Gigi Griffis_gigigriffis-com

MAN D AT E S / CO NS E NT D E CR E E
As with other water utilities serving older, industrialized cities, Capital Region Water
has entered into a partial consent decree with the United States Department of Justice
to address water quality issues related to discharges from the combined sewer and
municipal separate storm sewer systems that it manages. The partial consent decree
requires Capital Region Water to develop a plan to reduce runoff pollution entering the
Susquehanna River and Paxton Creek, employ operation and controls for the system,
and implement early action projects to ensure that the city complies with the federal
Clean Water Act and the PA Clean Streams Law. Capital Region Water has already
completed some of the items required by the partial consent decree including updating
the Combined Sewer System Operations and Maintenance Manual (Nine Minimum
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Controls) and implementing some of the early action projects.
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Capital Region Water is currently updating its Long Term Control Plan for Combined
Sewer Overflows (CSOs). The Long Term Control Plan, which will be completed by April
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1 st 2018, is composed of three main parts: characterization of the current system,
development and evaluation of alternative control measures, and selection of preferred
controls and implementation strategy. A hydrologic model of the city is being created
and will be employed to characterize existing conditions and evaluate the effectiveness
of wet weather control measures. Throughout the Community Greening Plan process,
Capital Region Water has worked to ensure that green stormwater infrastructure
opportunities are integrated into the Long Term Control Plan as a component of the
overall wet weather planning effort.

M S 4 PERM I T
Capital Region Water is currently obtaining an MS4 Permit, administered by the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection. The MS4 permit covers the
portion of Harrisburg’s separate storm and sewer system, which discharges stormwater
into local bodies of water, including Paxton Creek, Spring Creek, and the Susquehanna
River. Permittees are required to incorporate six minimum control measures into
stormwater management programs to reduce the negative effects of stormwater,
including pollution.

PA XTO N CREE K TMDL P L AN
Capital Region Water, Lower Paxton Township, and Susquehanna Township are currently
working on a Paxton Creek Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Strategy to improve
the health of Paxton Creek by reducing sediment from combined sewer overflows,
stormwater discharges, and stream bank erosion. The plan covers 20 miles of Paxton
Creek, about 40 percent of the creek, which are considered by the Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to be impaired by sediment. The United
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requires entities discharging stormwater
or combined sewer overflows to the creek to reduce sediment by 35 percent. The plan
is broken into two phases: a TMDL Strategy and a TMDL Design Details Plan. The TMDL
Strategy outlines the type and extent of projects, operations, and/or polices to meet
the requirements of the TMDL. The TMDL Design Details Plan will provide site-specific
information and an implementation schedule for the proposed strategies. The TMDL
Strategy, completed in December 2015, recommends:
•

Restoration of the streambank or riparian area along 11 miles of the creek

•

Installation of new or retrofitted stormwater management controls for 10 percent of the
drainage area within the creek’s watershed

•

Control of Capital Region Water’s combined sewer overflows to reduce sediment load
and improve the health of the creek

control, post-construction stormwater control for development projects, and
maintenance of MS4s
•

Collaboration among Capital Region Water, Lower Paxton Township, and Susquehanna
Township, and other entities that discharge to the creek, funding partners, and
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Enhanced riparian preservation practices, construction site erosion and sediment
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BEHBG
COM P R E H E NS IVE
PL AN
The City of Harrisburg is currently
completing the final phase of an
update to its comprehensive plan. The
BeHBG team and partners worked with
communities throughout the city to
create a vision for Harrisburg’s future
and determine how it should evolve,
develop, and grow over the next twenty
years. The final plan will be a blueprint
that to guide future investment in
community and economic development,
housing, transportation, parks and open
space, the environment, and historic
and cultural resources. Among the many
ideas generated through the BeHBG
process were ones directly tied to the
implementation of green stormwater
infrastructure, including creating a
riverfront destination, beautifying the
city, using green infrastructure to reduce
flooding and increase energy efficiency,
improving sidewalks and streets, and
enhancing Paxton Creek.

ills by creating a humane city with grand
boulevards, groupings of open spaces,
and great buildings and monuments. The
Plan of Chicago and the 1893 World’s
Fair, both designed by Burnham, served
as the basis for most City Beautiful
designs with neoclassical architecture,
large parks, axial boulevards,
monuments, and formal spaces.
In the early twentieth century Harrisburg
was characterized as a manufacturing
town with polluted waterways and
overflowing sewers. However, the
city’s access to a large portion of the
Susquehanna River’s shoreline and
natural scenic topography presented
untapped opportunities. A City Beautiful
plan that detailed a comprehensive
system of parks, new stormwater and
water infrastructure, and flood controls
was created for the city by landscape
architect Warren Manning. The concept
focused on three large parks: the River
Front Park along the Susquehanna,
Reservoir Park on the eastern edge
of the city, and Wildwood Park at the
northern edge of the city. These parks
were connected by boulevards planted
with street trees in an effort to extend
neighborhoods. The plan was authorized

founded on the idea that beauty

by a bond vote in February of 1902

could create social change. In the late

after local activists like Myra Lloyd Dock

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,

and Horace McFarland advocated for

the population of American cities was
//

the natural beauty of the parks into

The City Beautiful Movement was

the initiative. The movement flourished

expanding at a rapid rate. However,
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C ITY BE A UT IF UL /
C ITY BE A UT IF UL 2. 0

from Chicago, sought to remedy urban

in Harrisburg and shaped much of the

crowding, poverty, and blight were

historic infrastructure and parks in the

rampant. Daniel Burnham, an architect

city.

Credit: WRT
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H AR R I S B U R G ’S F UT U R E IS
BRIGHT
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The BeHBG vision for the city, City
Beautiful 2.0, and City Beautiful H 20
are looking forward to a future where
residents, the city, and other partners
work together to achieve a forwardlooking vision for the future.

Credit: Capital Region Water
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^
I M PR O V ING LO C AL
W AT E R WA Y S

The City Beautiful 2.0 movement is working to engage residents and the city to reignite
interest and support for the “City as a Park.” This movement is rooted in ideals brought
forth by the original City Beautiful Movement from the early 1900s. The CB 2.0 strategic

The City Beautiful H 20 campaign,
launched by Capital Region Water, is
working to bring community leaders,
stakeholders, and residents together to
develop strategies and programs that
will improve the health of local waterway
including the Susquehanna.

plan presents a physical plan and framework for updating the city’s infrastructure and
public spaces. This plan, adopted by the organization in 2016, calls for a city that is
beautiful, green, sustainable, designed and built for the human scape, and accessible to
all. The main principles of the plan mirror that of Manning’s original plan. They include:
•

M aintaining a comprehensive system of parks, public spaces, and tree-lined
streets so that every resident is within walking distance of a park space

•

Designing with nature by managing the city’s topography in an environmentally
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responsible manner
•

Integrating public art into parks and public spaces

•

E stablishing an organization, preferably a non-profit conservancy, that is
responsible for maintaining and managing the “City as a Park”
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S CE N I C B E AU TY
The original City Beautiful plan for
Harrisburg noted the untapped potential
of the city’s scenic bluffs, topography,
and proximity to the river.

Credit: WRT

C IT Y B EA UTI FU L H 2 0
Capital Region Water announced the creation of the City Beautiful H 20 campaign in
the spring of 2015. The campaign focuses on improving the health of Harrisburg’s
local waterways by reducing combined sewer overflows and reducing pollutants from
stormwater. A major component of the campaign is community engagement and
education. Capital Region Water has hosted numerous events, including festivals,
stakeholder sessions, and community meetings to engage residents. Other activities
have included art contests to help spread the word about water issues facing the city.
Similar to the original City Beautiful Movement, City Beautiful H 20 is working to bring
leaders and the community together to develop a plan that will improve the health of
local waterways. The Community Greening Plan was born out of this movement and an
effort to focus on green stormwater infrastructure as a strategy to improve the health
of waterways and provide additional benefits to city residents. Capital Region Water
of the community. The group, which is made up of residents who are champions of
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stormwater management in their communities, meets monthly to discuss issues and
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developed a Community Ambassador program to gain insight from active members

provide feedback on planning efforts.
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WHAT IS THE
PROBLEM?
sewer overflows are costly to clean
up. These negative effects will only
multiply as wet weather events
become more severe and more
frequent.

//

Capital Region Water, as part of
a partial consent decree with
the United States Department
of Justice, is required to address
water quality issues related to
discharges from the combined
sewer and municipal separate
storm sewer systems that it
manages.
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What is the problem? The
simple answer is stormwater.
Harrisburg, like cities across the
country, is facing the challenge
of upgrading and maintaining
water and sewer infrastructure
that was built decades ago. The
city’s infrastructure, a complex
network of pipes, sewers, pumps,
and waterways, is simply unable
to handle the volume of water
that enters the system during
wet weather events. This means
that when there is a moderate
to severe wet weather event —
rainfall or ice melt — the city
experiences pockets of flooding
caused by sewer backups. It
can also lead to sewer backups
in basements of homes and
combined sewer overflows that
carry pollution into waterways and
threaten the health of the city’s
ecosystem. The effects of flooding,
sewer backups, and combined
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I N A N UR BA N
EN VI R O N M ENT ,
ST OR M W A T ER RUNS OFF
O F I M PERV IO US SU RFAC ES
Instead of absorbing back into
the ground, stormwater runs off of
impervious surfaces or puddles on
sidewalks and roads.

STORMWATER
WHAT IS S TO R M WAT E R ?
Stormwater is water from rain, snow, or ice melt that does not get absorbed into the
ground. In a natural environment, most rain, snow, or ice melt falls on pervious surfaces
like grass and filters into the ground, recharging ground water and keeping water
tables more consistent. In an urban environment like a city, water from precipitation
falls on impervious surfaces like roofs and porches that do not allow water to soak into
the ground. Why is this important? Instead of absorbing into the ground, stormwater
puddles and or collects on impervious surfaces and runs off into storm drains. While
it is traveling to the nearest storm drain or pervious surface, stormwater can pick up
pollutants and even debris.

WHAT IS A CO M BINE D S E WE R S YS T E M ?
When it rains, most people give little thought to where that rain goes when it falls. When
the largely invisible stormwater infrastructure, composed of pipes, stormwater drains,
and pumps, has sufficient capacity and works, it is easy to overlook. About 90 percent
of Harrisburg’s stormwater infrastructure is comprised of combined sewer, which was
built over a century ago. In a combined sewer system, a single pipe carries sewage and
stormwater. In dry conditions, the system functions as expected, carrying sewage to a
separate treatment facility. However, during heavy rain or snow storms, the amount of
water can exceed the capacity of the combined system, causing the mixture of sewage
and stormwater to overflow into rivers and streams.
In the remaining parts of the city, there is a separate sewer system. In that system, one
sewer pipe collects stormwater and discharges it directly to a waterway, without being
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treated, while another pipe collects sewage to be treated.
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Impervious surfaces are areas of the
ground or structures that are covered by
impenetrable materials such as concrete,
brick, stone, asphalt, and rooftops.

Stormwater is water that originates
during wet weather events (rain,
snow, ice melt).

In urban environments, stormwater
often collects on impervious surfaces

Impervious surfaces are areas of the
ground or structures that are covered by
impenetrable materials such as concrete,
brick, stone, asphalt, and rooftops.

Stormwater is water that originates
during wet weather events (rain,
snow, ice melt).

In urban environments, stormwater
often collects on impervious surfaces

In a combined sewer system (CSO),
stormwater mingles with sewage.
During light rainfall events, both
stormwater and sewage are carried
to a water pollution control plant for
treatment before being released to a
waterway.

In a combined sewer system (CSO),
stormwater mingles with sewage.
During light rainfall events, both
stormwater and sewage are carried
to a water pollution control plant for
treatment before being released to a
waterway.

^
STORM WATE R I S WATE R TH AT
During moderate to heavy rainfall
ORI GI N ATE
S DU R I N G WE T WE ATH E R
events, the combined system reaches
EVENTS capacity
(R AI Nand
, Sa mixture
N O W,
I CE and
M E LT)
of sewage

In some parts of the city one sewer pipe
collects stormwater and discharges it
directly to a waterway, while another pipe
collects sewage to be treated.

streams.

During moderate to heavy rainfall
events, the combined system reaches
capacity and a mixture of sewage and

In some parts of the city one sewer pipe
collects stormwater and discharges it
directly to a waterway, while another pipe
collects sewage to be treated.

streams.

TO SEWER TREATMENT PLANT
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WHY IS IT A P R O BLE M ?
When stormwater lands on an impervious surface it travels until it can find a surface
that will absorb it. However, in built-up environments like cities, pervious surfaces
are often not plentiful enough to absorb much of the stormwater before it reaches
a storm drain or collects in a depressed area. Combined sewer overflows, or CSOs,
occur when the system reaches capacity, causing combined stormwater and sewage to
overflow into waterways. When unmanaged, stormwater can cause many issues in urban
environments.
It causes water pollution. When stormwater runs off of impervious surfaces it collects
pollutants. This could be oil slicks from vehicles, chemicals from nearby buildings, or
any number of other pollutants. These pollutants and debris are then transferred to
waterways jeopardizing the health of drinking and recreational water. Pollutants from
runoff, including oil, pesticides, and bacteria, can contaminate drinking water, pose a
danger to public health, and damage aquatic life. Stormwater combined with raw sewage
only increases the amount of pollution and damage.
It causes sewer backups and flooding. During heavy to moderate wet weather events,
stormwater does not just tax local stormwater infrastructure, it also causes localized
flooding. If storm drains are clogged or the amount of rain or snow is too great, not
all of the water enters the sewer system. Some of it overflows into streets causing
hazardous travel conditions and flooding. This flooding can damage homes and
businesses. In addition, even moderate amounts of stormwater and aging infrastructure
can lead to sewer backups and basement flooding.
It erodes streams and damages nearby infrastructure. CSOs dumping large amounts
of polluted stormwater into waterways, including rivers and creeks, can result in
erosion and damage from sediment deposits. This can be especially dangerous in tight
urban environments where critical infrastructure and buildings are often located near
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waterways.
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1
During light rainfall
events, current
infrastructure can easily
handle stormwater.

2
But during moderate to
heavy rainfall,
current infrastructure
cannot handle this volume
of water.
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WH AT S TO R M WAT E R D O E S
TO O U R S YS TE M
Our current stormwater infrastructure
is built to handle rainfall events from
over a century ago. During moderate
to heavy rainfall, the system reaches
capacity causing sewage and stormwater
to mingle and overflow into waterways.
System backups can also cause basement
flooding, street flooding, and property
damage.

3
The system overflows
during moderate rainfall
events, releasing sewage
to our rivers & streams.

4
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During heavy rainfall
events, system backups
may flood basements,
streets, and properties.
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LAND USE
In order to understand how stormwater affects Harrisburg, it is first important to
understand the built and natural environment. Land use analysis provides a base
for analyzing the physical characteristics of the city and how stormwater may affect
certain areas. Harrisburg is can be broken into twelve categories of land use that share
general similarities in use and ownership. These categories include roads, commercial
uses, industrial uses, mixed uses, public facilities, institutions, transportation / utilities,
parking, vacant lots, parks/recreation, multi-family residential uses, and residential uses.

<
WH AT DO E S TH I S A L L
M E AN ? KEY TAKE A W A Y S :
Roads represent the largest land use
(21%). Wildwood Lake Park is the largest
park in the city, totaling 46% of all parks /
recreation land area. Residential land use
parcels have 10,911 individual owners,
the highest number of owners in any land
use category.

The land use map at left depicts land use of all property in the city.

5,297.81

Commercial
Roads

21%

total acres

Industrial

6%
9%

Mixed Use

1%
13%
16%

Institutions

10%
10%

Parks/
Recreation

7%

Transportation /
Utilities

3%
Parking

Vacant Lots
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Multi-Family
Residential

2%

3%
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IMPERVIOUS
SURFACES
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4 5% O F L AN D I N
H AR R I S B U R G I S
IMPERVIOUS

Harrisburg is 45% impervious. This is broken into three categories: ground-level (45%),
building (30%), and parking (25%). Ground-level surfaces include bridges, gravel, roads,
shoulders, and sidewalks. Impervious building surfaces include roofs of residential,
commercial, industrial, and institutional properties. Impervious parking surfaces include
parking, driveways, and miscellaneous surfaces. The impervious surfaces map shows
the allocation of pervious and impervious surfaces throughout the city. Concentrations
of impervious surfaces are particularly notable near key transportation corridors,
including rail lines and highways. Additionally, large concentrations of impervious
building surfaces are found in downtown, running parallel to the Susquehanna. The

 arking in commercial areas covers the
P
area of more than 750 football fields (25%
of impervious area). Parks and Recreation
parcels have the highest percentage of
pervious surfaces.
 arking (19%), roads (0%), and
P
commercial (20%) parcels have the lowest
percentage of pervious surfaces.
R oads represent the largest land use
and have the highest percentage of
impervious surfaces (100%)

high percentage of ground-level surfaces suggests that water running off of streets,
sidewalks, and shoulders likely causes a good portion of stormwater runoff and localized
street and property flooding in neighborhoods throughout the city.

5,297.81
Pervious
(Parks)

total acres

Impervious

9%

GROUND

(bridges, gravel,
roads, shoulders,
sidewalks)

45%

45%
30%

25%

BUILDING
(roofs)
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4 6%

PARKING

(parking, misc.,
driveways)
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WHERE IS THE
WATER COMING
FROM?
I MPERV I O US SU RFACES BY L AND US E
Understanding where concentrations of impervious surfaces are located can help
determine where investment in green or grey infrastructure should be targeted. For
example, roads, parking, commercial, mixed use, industrial, and transportation and

<
L AN D U S E S WI TH T H E
H I G H E S T P E R CE NT A G E O F
I M P E R V I O U S S U R FA C E S
100%
Roads
81%
Parking
80%
Commercial
79%
Mixed Use

utilities land uses all average over 60 percent impervious. These land uses make up 29
percent of Harrisburg’s total land area. Based on this analysis, these land uses would be

78%
Industrial

prioritized in a program to reduce stormwater. However, each of these land uses has a
specific set of opportunities and potential issues related to stormwater.

62%
Transportation & Utilities
51%

Parking represents only three percent, or 134.9 acres of the city’s land area, but is 81
percent impervious. The top three landowners in this category own about 37 percent

Residential

of all parking land area. However, with the exception of a few large municipal and state
parking lots, a majority of parking lots are privately owned.
Commercial land uses represent six percent, or 298.5 acres of the city’s land area, but
are 80 percent impervious. The top three landowners in this category own about 15

47%
Residential
46%
Public Facilities

percent of all commercial land on three single parcels. While this land use has potential
for contributing to the management of stormwater, all of the parcels are privately
owned, which would require partnerships with individual owners.
Mixed use represents only one percent, or 31 acres of the city’s land area, but is 79
percent impervious. An overwhelming majority of impervious surfaces, 74 percent, are
building roofs. Unlike some other categories, mixed use properties have 336 different

45%
Institutions
22%
Vacant Lots
10%
Parks & Recreation
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owners, making coordination with owners more difficult compared to other uses.
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WHERE ARE THE
ISSUES?
SEW E R BA CKUPS ,
F L OA T A BLES / P OLLU TION
I N T HE RIV ER, A ND
F L OO DING IN CIDENTS
The series of maps below depict areas
where participants identified Sewer
Backups, Floatables / Pollution in the
River, and Flooding Incidents throughout
the city.

COM M UNIT Y- ID E NT IF IE D P R O BLE M A R E A S
While analysis maps provide a basis for determining where issues related to
stormwater may occur, residents have firsthand knowledge of problem areas in their
neighborhoods. At the first round of public meetings in January 2016, participants were
asked where they have seen issues in their neighborhood and throughout the city. The
maps below illustrate where residents identified flooding, sewer backups, and pollution
in the river.
Sewer backups were identified in Downtown, Midtown, and in Allison Hill. Concentrations
of sewer backups were noted near Brown Street between Long Street and Linn Street in
Allison Hill and at 3rd Street between Clinton Street and Reily Street in Midtown. Other
pockets of sewer backups were noted in Uptown between Winconisco Street and Maclay
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Street.
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F LO O DI N G I N H A R R IS BU R G
This photo depicts flooding at the
intersection of Schuylkill Street and Front
Street.

Credit: Flickr // Jonathan Smith

Floatables and pollution were identified for the entire length of the Susquehanna River
and portions of Paxton Creek. Residents noted seeing concentrations of floatables
and pollution north of Market Street to Division Street. The reporting of floatables and
pollution in this area coincides with most of the combined sewer overflows located
along the Susquehanna River.
Residents identified flooding as a more widespread issue with pockets of flooding along
Front Street in Riverview, Uptown, and Midtown and additional pockets of flooding
throughout Allison Hill. The intersection of Cameron Street and Maclay Street was noted
as a frequent location of flooding that impedes vehicular traffic. Other flooding hotspots
include areas near the Paxton Creek along Cameron from Maclay Street south to Paxton
Street. Additional areas included streets in the Bellevue neighborhood and areas around
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11th Street from Verbeke south past Derry Street.
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PURPOSE OF
THE PLAN
This Community Greening Plan,
Capital Region Water’s Green
Stormwater Infrastructure Plan,
identifies areas of opportunity for
green infrastructure and assesses
the feasibility of implementation
in Harrisburg. While the main
purpose of green infrastructure
is to manage stormwater, its
transformative nature cannot
be ignored. Not only are the
region’s waterways poised to
benefit from a green stormwater
infrastructure master plan, but
so are the residents, businesses,
and visitors of Harrisburg. Green
stormwater infrastructure has the
ability to enhance placemaking,
economic development, and can
lead to the development of a more
memorable and enjoyable public
realm.

through a combination of green
infrastructure and traditional
infrastructure the city is poised
to benefit from a reduction in the
amount of stormwater entering
the system, an increase in water
quality, as well as additional
benefits that affect the overall
social, environmental, and
economic health of residents.
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Green infrastructure may not
solve all of the stormwater issues
Harrisburg is facing. However,
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GREY VS. GREEN
Stormwater is a problem in Harrisburg. It damages property, pollutes waterways,
causes stream erosion, and threatens critical infrastructure. With the understanding
that stormwater is an issue that the city must face in the coming years, what are the
potential solutions. Grey infrastructure or green infrastructure, why not a mixture of
both?
While grey infrastructure is often referred to as traditional infrastructure, green
infrastructure is perhaps the oldest method of stormwater management. Wetlands,
forests, meadows, and valleys are nature’s form of infrastructure. Before the
development of cities, these areas provided natural filtration of stormwater, reducing
pollution and supporting local ecosystems.

^
GREEN I N F R AS TR U CTU R E
USES N ATU R E AS A M O DE L
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Vegetation and natural systems do
a good job of filtering stormwater.
Forests, wetlands, and meadows act as
green infrastructure systems, managing
stormwater and supporting local wildlife.
Green stormwater infrastructure mimics
natural systems to filter stormwater,
keeping it out of sewers and providing
additional benefits to the built and
natural environment.
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GR E E N I N FRAS TRUC TURE (COMMUNITY GREENING)
^
H A R RISBURG HAS A
CO MBIN ED SEWER S YSTEM
( CSO )

Grey infrastructure is often what people think about when they hear the term
“stormwater infrastructure.” It is a centralized system of inlets, drains, treatment
facilities, and underground pipes. This method of managing stormwater and wastewater
has been around for more than a century. However, cities like Harrisburg with a system
that is over one hundred years old are faced with determining how to upgrade and

This means that sewage and stormwater
mix together in the same pipe. During
dry conditions, sewage is sent to a
separate treatment facility. But when
there is moderate to heavy rainfall, the
system reaches capacity and overflows
into our waterways.

maintain this aging infrastructure. Increases in the amount of impervious surfaces and
built areas, higher volumes of stormwater from storms, and degrading pipes and inlets
has put a strain on Harrisburg’s system. While maintenance and replacement of certain
parts of the system is necessary, updating these systems to meet current needs comes
at a high cost.
Capital Region Water maintains Harrisburg’s grey infrastructure system, which consists
of wastewater, stormwater, and drinking water infrastructure. The system includes 134
miles of sewer pipes within the city boundaries. About 90 percent of these sewer pipes
are part of the city’s combined sewer system. In a combined system stormwater and

//

sewage treatment facility. However, when stormwater enters the system, the system may
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sewage are conveyed in the same pipe. During dry weather, sewage is transported to a
reach capacity causing a mixture of sewage and stormwater to overflow and discharge
into the Susquehanna River or Paxton Creek. There are over sixty combined sewer

C O M M U NI T Y

This diagram compares how
stormwater is handled in a typical
grey infrastructure system versus
a green infrastructure system. In
a grey infrastructure system, new
underground infrastructure is required
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<
H O W DO E S A T YP IC A L G R EY
I N F R AS TR U CTU R E S Y S T E M
WO R K?

A green
infrastructure
outfalls (CSOs) along the Susquehanna River
and Paxton
Creek. In thesystem
other ten percent
of the city, a separate sewer system conveys sewage and stormwater in separate
pipes. Sewage is sent to a wastewater treatment plant, while untreated stormwater is
discharged to the Susquehanna River or Paxton Creek.

our waterways from pollution

To completely avoid combined sewer overflows through grey infrastructure alone
would require designing and building a system that was so large it could manage
even the heaviest rainfall. Anything less would only reduce, not eliminate, the number
of overflows. This would be prohibitively expensive. Furthermore, because grey
infrastructure is largely underground, expanding sewers ‘buries’ the infrastructure
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investment where people cannot see it.
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Green infrastructure is a decentralized system of surface and subsurface management

GR EEN IN FRA STRUC TU RE
CA N PRO V IDE MU LTIPLE
B EN E FIT S

that captures stormwater from impervious surfaces before it enters sewers. These

systems use natural filtration from native plant species and storage media to reduce
runoff and provide stormwater storage. Green stormwater infrastructure stores

stormwater allowing it to infiltrate into the soil, be reduced through evapotranspiration
Unlike grey infrastructure, green
infrastructure is visible from the
surface. This means that you can see
infrastructure working in your community.

from plants, be released slowly to the sewer, and/or pass through processes that
remove pollutants. Employing green stormwater infrastructure can reduce the volume
of stormwater, reduce peak rates, and protect waterways from pollution created
by untreated stormwater and combined sewer overflows. Certain types of green
stormwater infrastructure can be scaled up to help control flooding during larger
storms. And because green infrastructure is on the surface, it is visible and provides an
opportunity to enhance and beautify neighborhoods and gives residents a chance to
connect with and learn from the environment.
There are many different types of green stormwater infrastructure (GSI). Many provide
additional greening and beautification benefits to a community. Some common types,
illustrated in the diagram below, include rain gardens, flow-through planters, green
roofs, stormwater bumpouts, pervious paving, rain barrels/cisterns, and stormwater tree
trenches. Each of these strategies uses native, water-tolerant plants or trees to capture
stormwater from a nearby runoff source. Some GSI strategies like flow-through planters,
green roofs, and rain barrels are well-suited for dense residential areas in cities. Other
strategies, including stormwater bumpouts and planters, can be used to retrofit streets
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GRE E N I N FRAS TRUC TURE (COMMU NITY GREENING)

C O M M U NI T Y

GRE Y INF
RAS T RUCT URE
This diagram compares
how
stormwater is handled in a typical
6
grey infrastructure system versus
5
Layers of green
Building new,alarger
green infrastructure system. In
infrastructure absorb
sewers can increase
stormwater at its source
a grey
system capacity,
but infrastructure system, new
before it can enter
some overflows will still
underground infrastructure is required
sewers
occur
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GRE E N INF RAS T RUC T URE (C OM M UNITY G REENING)
6

Layers of green
infrastructure absorb
stormwater at its source
before it can enter
sewers

A green infrastructure system

<
H O W DO E S TH E S YS T E M
WO R K WH E N G R E E N
I N F R AS TR U CTU R E IS
ADDE D?
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our waterways from pollution
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OUR GOALS
The purpose of this plan is simple – use investments in infrastructure to reduce
stormwater and its negative effects while beautifying communities, enhancing the public
realm, cleaning up our waterways, and revitalizing neighborhoods. The four goals of the
plan will help Capital Region Water and its partners achieve this vision for Harrisburg.
Increase the benefits provided by public investment. Green stormwater infrastructure
represents an exciting opportunity to leverage public dollars needed for infrastructure
investment to effect positive change in Harrisburg. GSI projects have the potential to
go beyond benefiting the environment by providing additional social and economic
benefits. Reduce the volume of stormwater entering the sewer system. Green
stormwater infrastructure can absorb a portion of the stormwater generated before it
even enters the sewer system, which may lead to fewer combined sewer overflows, less
flooding, and healthier waterways. Foster a network of partners for Capital Region
Water to work with to reach goals. No organization can tackle the issue of stormwater
alone. Implementation of green stormwater management will require partnerships
between Capital Region Water and local agencies, community groups, businesses, and
residents. Enhance and revitalize Harrisburg through private/public investment in
public gathering spaces. Green stormwater infrastructure investments and investments
in public space, including parks, plazas, and streets, often go hand in hand.

Reduce street flooding, sewer backups, and combined sewer overflows while beautifying our
surrounding and cleaning up our water.
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Increase the benefits
provided by public
investment.

Reduce the volume of
stormwater entering
the sewer system.

Foster a network of
partners for Capital
Region Water to work
with to reach goals.

Enhance and revitalize
Harrisburg through
private/public investment
in public gathering spaces.
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I M P R O V I N G TH E H E A L T H
O F O U R WATE R W A Y S
Green stormwater infrastructure improves
the health of waterways by reducing the
number of combined sewer overflows
and naturally filtering out pollutants from
stormwater runoff.

“Now’s the time to make your voice heard. Let’s
make it happen, Harrisburg!”
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– Andy Enders & Rafiyqa Muhammad
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A COMMUNITY
APPROACH
attracting economic investments,
reviving public space in distressed
neighborhoods, providing new
opportunities for recreation, and
encouraging redevelopment.
Taken together, these greening
projects will begin to improve the
overall sustainability of Harrisburg
— often described through the
lens of the triple bottom line – the
city’s environment, economy, and
equity.

//

Capital Region Water will continue
working with the community to
find opportunities to beautify
and revitalize neighborhoods
throughout Harrisburg.
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Given that the issues surrounding
green stormwater infrastructure
are all connected, they require big
picture thinking and partnerships.
The City and community’s
participation the planning process
to create this Community Greening
Plan — from residents, to partner
organizations, to experts in
design and infrastructure — was
essential and will continue to
be vital to its implementation.
For example, during community
meetings, participants stressed
the importance of improving
streets, parks, vacant lots, schools,
trees, and the river through
community greening solutions.
The opportunities to improve
these public and open spaces
are detailed and prioritized
throughout the plan. There are
numerous ways in which the
projects will benefit the public,
including improving water quality,
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A COMMUNITYDRIVEN PLAN
A community-driven plan means more than just making contact or engaging with
community residents. It is about making sure individuals and groups in the community
are represented, have meaningful opportunities to have their voices heard, and see
those opinions reflected in the final plan. In order for this to be successful, a community
engagement process must expand opportunities for dialogue, empower residents, and
foster ownership of the recommendations included in the plan.
The Community Greening Plan was developed through a process that encouraged the
entire community to contribute ideas. These ideas are included and reflected in the
program and project recommendations. Over the course of this 18-month process,
Capital Region Water engaged with over five hundred residents and held more than
thirty engagement events with the community. Public meetings, Community Greening
Parties, small workshops, focus group meetings, community events, and online surveys

>
R ESI DENT S A T T END TH E
CO MM UN ITY GREENING
PA R T Y @ T HE CAMP C U RTI N
Y M CA
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Capital Region Water held one of
its Community Greening Parties at
Camp Curtin YMCA’s National Night
Out. Residents enjoyed a fun night
of food and fun while providing input
on community greening concepts for
Harrisburg.

provided many opportunities for residents to engage in a dialogue about stormwater,
its effects, and the potential solutions. Social media, fliers, website updates, person-toperson interactions, media placements, and emails provided supplementary outreach.
The community’s participation in this planning process was essential. The plan
represents Capital Region Water’s commitment to implementing a green stormwater
infrastructure program in partnership with Harrisburg’s communities to address
common concerns. Flooding, pollution, sewer backups and other stormwater-related
issues affect neighborhoods throughout the city. Capital Region Water plans to work
with and engage communities in an effort to ensure that all residents benefit from the
Community Greening Plan.
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>
CO MM UN ITY
A M B A SSA DO RS TOU R GSI
PR O J ECT S IN LA NC ASTER,
PA
Capital Region Water traveled with the
Community Ambassadors to Lancaster in
January of 2016 to tour green stormwater
infrastructure projects with the city’s
Stormwater Manager, Ruth Hocker. The
tour gave the group an opportunity
to see pervious paving, stormwater
bumpouts, green parking strategies, and
more.
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In June of 2016, the Community
Ambassadors toured additional
green stormwater infrastructure sites,
including the ‘Big Green Block’ with
representatives from Philadelphia Water
in Philadelphia.
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Meet your
Community
Ambassadors

• Bill Allis

• Pam Goodwin

• Bishop Roberta Thomas

• Rafiqya Muhammad

• Brian Humphrey

• Rhonda Mays

• Evelyn Hunt

• Scott Schepler

• Cheryl Capozzoli

• Tara Leo Auchey

• David Botero

• Terry Lawson

//

• Garvey Presley

• Jean Cutler
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Engaging every community in Harrisburg was one of
the most important components of the plan. Capital
Region Water created the Community Ambassador
program to empower interested residents with
knowledge about stormwater issues encourage
them to reach out to their neighbors to share this
information and get feedback through face-toface interactions. They act as advocates for their
neighborhood, provide information about upcoming
events, and help educate their community about green
stormwater infrastructure and community greening
measures. Capital Region Water will continue to work
with the ambassadors to build capacity and advocate
for their neighborhoods and their city.

• Gloria Vasquez Merrick

• Gary Huggens

• Jamien Harvey

• Claude Phipps

• Loretta Darbee-Dare
Credit: Capital Region Water
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THE PROCESS
The 18-month planning process engaged residents, stakeholders, and field experts
to create a Community Greening Plan for Harrisburg. Capital Region Water engaged
WRT, a planning and design firm in Philadelphia, as a consultant to complete the plan.
Stakeholder engagement was facilitated through the creation of three workgroups.
Starting in the Summer of 2015, Capital Region Water, the consultant team, and
other partners met with the Community Greening Plan working groups: a Community
Ambassador Workgroup and a GSI Partners Workgroup. The working groups provided
input on public engagement strategies, prioritization criteria, and implementation and
program recommendations.
The Community Ambassador workgroup is made up of representatives from
neighborhoods across Harrisburg. More information about this group is found on the
previous page.

SUMMER 2015
Project Kickoff

WINTER 2015

Public Input I held
January 26th and
28th

Background Review

SUMMER 2015

Working Groups
Formed

Implementation Strategies

Opportunity Identification
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Neighborhood / Working Group Meetings
30+ engagement sessions with community members!
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3 0+ CO M M U N I TY
E N G AG E M E N T E V E NT S
I N CLU DI N G P U B L IC
M E E TI N G S AN D
CO M M U N I TY G R E E NING
P AR TI E S
Residents from South Harrisburg provide
input on where green stormwater
infrastructure strategies should be
prioritized across the city.

Credit: WRT

GSI Guidance and Standards

SUMMER 2016

Community
Greening Parties
(Public Input
II) are held July
26th, 30th, and
August 2nd

DRAFT Plan

WINTER 2016
Final Plan
completed
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Conceptual Designs
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Credit: Capital Region Water

The GSI Partners Workgroup includes a number of partners who can help Capital Region
Water implement green stormwater infrastructure in communities. These partners
include the City of Harrisburg, the Downtown Improvement District, U.S. Green Building
Council, Harrisburg Housing Authority, Harrisburg Redevelopment Authority, CAT, EAC,
and Harrisburg Young Professionals (HYP).
Community engagement was an essential component of the process. Two large public
engagement events, one in the winter of 2015 and one in the summer of 2016, were
held as well as more than thirty other small engagement opportunities throughout the
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process. The process engaged over five hundred residents from all areas of the city.
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S O U TH ALL I S O N H IL L
R E S I DE N TS G I V E T H E IR
I N P U T O N CO M MU NIT Y
G R E E N I N G CO N C E P T S .
Residents stopped by Community
Greening Party stations and provided
input on where they would like to see
green schools, green parks, and more in
their neighborhoods.

Credit: Capital Region Water

“We all share this earth together. So we have to look at the environment, how we’re
going to work to heal it together.” – Rafiyqa Muhammad

The first public event included two meetings. The first was held in Uptown at the Camp
Curtin YMCA, and the second was held in North Allison Hill at the Lincoln School. The
meetings focused on educating Harrisburg residents about stormwater and potential
solutions to alleviate flooding and environmental issues. Residents learned about
stormwater runoff and impervious surfaces with demonstration projects provided by
Penn State Extension. After learning about stormwater and runoff, residents looked
at potential green stormwater infrastructure strategies and provided input on how
to prioritize program funding – whether investment should be focused in building
GSI in public space, providing grants or incentives to community groups to build GSI,
providing grants or incentives to homeowners to build GSI, or build larger sewers.
Residents also provided input on how the community should pay for investments in
stormwater infrastructure. Based on models used in other cities, options included

residents with information about potential employment opportunities that may result
from a green stormwater management program in Harrisburg. The results from this
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and fees based on the amount of stormwater generated. An impact station provided
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fees integrated in sewer fees, flat fees per parcel, fees based on the size of the parcel,
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Credit: Capital Region Water

^
EN G AGING A LL
H A R RISBURG RESI DENTS

initial set of public meetings provided Capital Region Water with guidance on where to
focus program dollars, how to pay for green stormwater infrastructure, how residents
would like to be involved in the program, and what areas need investment or community
greening. The majority of people felt that investment should be focused on greening

One of our team members walks a
Spanish-speaking family from South
Allison Hill through potential green
infrastructure solutions.

streets, parks, vacant lots, and schools.
Capital Region Water continued to engage with residents between public meetings
by hosting small focus groups, attending community events, holding Community
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The second public event, a series of the Community Greening Parties, asked residents
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Ambassador Workgroup meetings, and hosting community clean-ups.

to provide input on community greening concepts. The Community Greening Parties
were held in Allison Hill, South Harrisburg, and Uptown. Community partners, including
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Who did we
reach?
Five hundred Harrisburg residents from every
neighborhood in the city were engaged in the planning
process. We held 30+ engagement events including:

• Public Event #1
• Public Event #2
• P
 resentation to County
Commissioners
• C
 amp Curtin Neighborhood
Group Meeting
• P
 echa Kucha Presentation
• M
 eeting with Interfaith
Leaders
• H
 arrisburg IMC Presentation
• H
 arrisburg School District
Meeting

• H
 einz Menack Senior Center
Event
• M
 eeting with Melrose
Gardens Representative
• Harrisburg Home Tour
• N eighborhood Center
Meeting
• S
 outh Harrisburg Public
Event
• S
 panish Event with the
Latino Hispanic American
Community Center

• Sierra Club Presentation

• C
 amp Curtin Community
Neighbors United Meeting

• W
 esley Union AME Zion
Meeting

• G
 reen Infrastructure Tour to
Philadelphia

• C
 apitol Area Neighbors
Meeting

• S ummit Terrace
Neighborhood Meeting

• H arrisburg Young
Professionals Meeting

 outh Allison Hill Community
• S
Greening Party

• B
 ellevue Park Association
Meeting

• S
 outh Harrisburg Community
Greening Party

• N
 eighborhood Action Group
Meeting

• U
 ptown Community Greening
Party
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• M
 eeting with Representative
Kim

• S
 outh Allison Hill
Homeowners Association
Meeting
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• M eeting with Senator Teplitz
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the Camp Curtin YMCA, Fountain Gate Church and Ministries, local musicians and DJs,

T H E C O M M UN IT Y
GR EEN ING PA R TI ES
EN G AGED 250+ RESIDENTS
Residents from all over the city
participated in the Community Greening
Parties online and in-person.

and food vendors helped Capital Region Water provide entertainment and food for

residents while they learned more about community greening concepts and stormwater
management opportunities.

In an effort to reach as many communities and groups in Harrisburg, meetings were
held in different neighborhoods. The South Harrisburg party, held at Cloverly Heights
Park, engaged almost one hundred residents. The Allison Hill party was held in
conjunction with the Fountain Gate Church and Ministries’ 14th Annual Community
Day at the neighborhood’s community garden, engaged over sixty residents. The
Uptown party, held at the Camp Curtin YMCA during National Night Out, engaged close
to one hundred residents. In an effort to ensure all residents had an opportunity to
participate, translation services and Spanish versions of meeting materials were made
available to Spanish-speaking residents.
We asked residents at the first community meeting to identify areas where they wanted
to prioritize investment in community greening. The categories of the community
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greening concepts – green alleys, green streets, green schools, green neighborhoods,

Credit: Capital Region Water

C O M M U NI T Y

green public spaces, green businesses, green community centers, green vacant lots and
green parks – were selected based on this input. A member of the project team walked
residents through the concepts which potential community greening transformations.
Residents then used dots and post-it notes to make suggestions for where community
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greening strategies would benefit other schools, parks, or neighborhoods in the city.
Other engagement activities, including a Midtown Community Greening Ice Cream Social
and the Raindrop to River Conservation Carnival, were held in the summer of 2016 to
gain additional input. Online surveys for both public events were posted on Capital
Region Water’s website to allow for additional engagement with community members
who were unable to attend the events.

<
R E S I DE N TS AR E EX C IT E D T O
S E E I N V E S TM E N T IN T H E IR
CO M M U N I TI E S
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Green stormwater infrastructure
investment provides a great opportunity
for many communities in Harrisburg
who have seen a long period of
disinvestment. Investments in GSI may
spur the local economy and create new,
safe places for the community to gather.
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HOW WE PLAN
TO CONTINUE
ENGAGING THE
COMMUNITY
Capital Region Water is committed to Harrisburg and will continue to engage
communities well beyond the completion of this plan. Now that Harrisburg communities
are better informed about the issues surrounding stormwater and the potential
solutions, the work of implementing these solutions begins. Capital Region Water will
continue to work at the neighborhood level with local partners to educate residents, find
opportunities for green stormwater infrastructure, help communities achieve their goals,
and improve quality of life for residents.

^
SU PPO R TI N G H AR R I S B U R G
C OMM U N I TI E S
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Capital Region Water is here to support
communities and look for opportunities
where community or neighborhood
goals match the goals of the Community
Greening Plan.

Credit: Capital Region Water
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Activities like the 2-Minute Tuesday
Clean-up, a monthly event, help reduce
litter that is unsightly and a source of
runoff pollution. Engaging residents in
a short 30 minute session to help clean
up the city’s streets and protect the
health of the Susquehanna River supports
community education and empowers
residents to take ownership of their
communities and their environment.

Credit: Capital Region Water
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WORK ING AT T H E NE IG H BO R H O O D LE VE L
Capital Region Water plans to work at the neighborhood level with local partners. The
Community Greening Plan suggests locations where GSI might be most effective and
includes a toolkit of GSI strategies. The next step is translating this information from
the macro level of the city to the micro level of individual neighborhoods and blocks
throughout Harrisburg. Capital Region Water plans to engage with local partners, letting

A P ART N ER SHIP B ETWEEN
CA PI T A L REGIO N WATER
A N D T HE CO M MU NI TY
This plan is a commitment to our
continuing partnership with the
community. Capital Region Water
will continue to reach out and find
opportunities to collaborate and partner
with local organizations throughout
Harrisburg.

these partners drive the process toward implementation. The process will focus on
educating the community and finding opportunities where neighborhood goals match
stormwater goals.
The Community Greening Plan started the process of educating the greater Harrisburg
community about stormwater issues facing communities throughout the city. Capital
Region Water plans to continue hosting educational sessions and providing educational
materials to grow awareness of stormwater issues and provide city residents,
businesses, and students with opportunities to do their part to protect the health and
quality of Harrisburg’s water.
Where there is synergy between neighborhood goals and stormwater goals, Capital
Region Water plans to partner with local organizations, including community groups,
neighborhood organizations, and local businesses to plan and implement green
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stormwater infrastructure projects.

Credit: Capital Region Water
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CO M M U N I TY CLEA N- U P S &
O U TR E ACH
Capital Region Water will continue to
engage the community to plan for green
stormwater infrastructure and protect
their watersheds.

Credit: Capital Region Water

In partnering with local organizations and groups, Capital Region Water is actively
working to build capacity in neighborhoods and create advocates for green stormwater
infrastructure by developing programs to empower more stewards of Harrisburg’s
waterways and infrastructure. The aspiration is that these projects will begin to
transform neighborhoods, creating safe, community spaces and bringing a sense of
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pride to neighborhoods that may have been neglected in the past.
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Credit: Flickr // Center for Neighborhood Technology
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GREEN
SOLUTIONS
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This section provides details about
a number of green stormwater
infrastructure solutions,
including green stormwater
planters, bioswales, stormwater
wetlands, cisterns, stormwater
basins, and stormwater tree
trenches. Each “fact sheet”
provides a description of the GSI
tool, general scale guidelines,
application, maintenance and

cost requirements, limitations,
and benefits. The final portion
of this section provides a
description of the possible triple
bottom line benefits of green
stormwater infrastructure to
the environmental, social, and
economic health of communities.
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Green infrastructure presents an
exciting opportunity to reduce
stormwater runoff and leverage
infrastructure investment
to transform and revitalize
communities. There are many
types of green stormwater
infrastructure (GSI) tools that can
be employed at a variety of scales,
from a single house to an entire
city block or neighborhood. All GSI
provides a mix of environmental,
social, and economic benefits,
though the specific benefits vary
by tool.
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TYPES OF GSI
Green stormwater infrastructure works across land uses, scales, or contexts. At a small

H O W DO PLA N TS
F I L TER ST O RM WATER?
E V A P OT RA NS PIRATI ON

scale, rain barrels or flow-through planters can be attached to downspouts on homes
to manage runoff from roofs. At the neighborhood or block scale, Rain gardens or
stormwater planters can manage stormwater from a block or a street. At the regional

Evapotranspiration is the process by
which water absorbed by a plant and soil
is released into the air.

or city-wide scale, stormwater wetlands or restored forests or floodplains can restore
critical natural landscapes and reduce runoff.
The graphic below provides a general guide for the scale and application of various
types of GSI. For example, stormwater wetlands, stormwater basins, and bioswales are
called out as large-scale strategies because they typically require a moderate amount
of space to be successful. These are only general guidelines. Individual sizing should be
based on site analysis and research.

GREEN STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE
GSI comes in a variety of shapes, sizes, and applications. The Green Infrastructure Fact Sheets
provide additional information about each type (see Appendix A).

Businesses // Homes //

STORMWATER
BUMPOUT
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STORMWATER
PLANTER

GREEN
GUTTER

STORMWATER
TREE
Streets // Public Rights of Way

STORMWATER
TREE TRENCH

PERVIOUS
PAVING

GREEN
ROOF
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S TO R M WATE R P L A NT E R S &
S TO R M WATE R TR E E S
Stormwater planters and stormwater
trees line a sidewalk, filtering and
reducing runoff while creating a buffer
between pedestrians and vehicular
traffic.

Credit: Flickr // Brad Davis AICP

Homes

/ Institutions

BLUE
R OOF

RAIN
BARREL

 BIOSWALE

STORMWATER
BASIN

FLOW-THROUGH
PLANTER

Large-scale, typically Businesses // Institutions

 CISTERN
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 STORMWATER
WETLAND
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RAIN
GARDEN
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STORMWATER
PLANTER
SOCIAL BENEFITS
ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY
IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH
REDUCE HEAT
ENHANCE RECREATION

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

A stormwater planter is an area with soil and plants surrounded by a curb, typically
located at the edge of a sidewalk where it meets a street. The soil and plants are lower
than street level to capture stormwater from roads and sidewalks. Once the water
enters the planter, some of it is absorbed through the top layer of soil and plants
through evapotranspiration. The remaining water filters down into a bed filled with
gravel or stone and is stored or allowed to slowly infiltrate into the ground. Any excess
water that exceeds the capacity of the planter is piped to an existing sewer. Stormwater
planters can vary in size and materials depending on the application.

IMPROVE WATER QUALITY
RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS

Stormwater planters reduce and filter runoff and enhance the public realm. The flexible

IMPROVE AIR QUALITY

nature of the planter makes it appropriate in a variety of environments, including high-

SAVE ENERGY

density urban settings, along streets, sidewalks, and parking lots. They are often used
along streets as part of green streets strategies. When employed along streets, the

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
SPUR PRIVATE INVESTMENT

planter can also improve pedestrian safety by creating a buffer between vehicular traffic
and pedestrians.

CREATE JOBS
REVITALIZE NEIGHBORHOODS

AT A GLANCE
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation compared to
other types of GSI, and the capacity of the system.

med
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

lowhigh
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

lowmed
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)

C O M M U NI T Y
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PLAN

DRAFT

Credit: Flickr // Center for Neighborhood Technology

This type of GSI has the potential to store a significant amount of stormwater in a
relatively small footprint. It is also relatively cost efficient and can even be standardized
for street application, making it a popular choice for cities looking to maximize GSI
investment. While the storage volume and cost tend to be relatively low, the initial

^
S TO R M WATE R P L A NT E R S
CAN B E U S E D TO BU FFE R
P AR KI N G

maintenance requirements may be time-consuming until vegetation is established.

the planter functions properly. Regular maintenance after vegetation is established
includes removing debris, cleaning inlets and overflows, and replacing plants as needed.
If properly maintained and constructed, stormwater planters have the ability to last
indefinitely.

//

selecting native, water-tolerant plants and testing infiltration rates to ensure that

In this example, a stormwater planter
provides a buffer or screening for a
parking lot.
73

Afterwards, maintenance is relatively low. Consideration should be given to carefully
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STORMWATER
BUMPOUT
SOCIAL BENEFITS
ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY
IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH
REDUCE HEAT
ENHANCE RECREATION

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

A stormwater bump out is an area with soil and plants that extends out from the
existing curb into the street, with a new curb at the street edge. It can be put at the
corner of a block, in the middle of a block, or along the entire length of a block. The soil
and plants are lower than street level to capture stormwater from roads and sidewalks.
Once the water enters the planter from the street, some of it is absorbed through the
top layer of soil and plants through evapotranspiration. The remaining water filters
down into a bed filled with gravel or stone and is stored or allowed to slowly soak into
the ground. Any excess water that exceeds the capacity of the planter is piped to an

IMPROVE WATER QUALITY

existing sewer. Stormwater bumpouts can vary in size and materials depending on the

RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS

application.

IMPROVE AIR QUALITY
Stormwater bumpouts work well in urban environments where space may be limited

SAVE ENERGY

for larger GSI. The width of the bumpout is equal to a lane of on-street parking and,

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
SPUR PRIVATE INVESTMENT
CREATE JOBS

depending on the application, only marginally reduces parking. However, bumpouts
may not be appropriate in certain locations based on existing street width and parking
demand.

REVITALIZE NEIGHBORHOODS

AT A GLANCE
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation, and the
capacity of the system.

med
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

lowhigh
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

lowmed
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)
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Credit: Flickr // Center for Neighborhood Technology

improve pedestrian safety by reducing the distance needed to cross the street and
creating a barrier between cars and pedestrians.
Similar to the stormwater planter, this type of GSI has the potential to store a significant
amount of stormwater in a relatively small footprint. It can be standardized for street
application. Initial maintenance can be time-consuming until vegetation is established.
Afterwards, maintenance is relatively low. Consideration should be given to carefully
selecting native, water-tolerant plants. Infiltration rates should also be tested to ensure
that the planter functions properly. Regular maintenance after vegetation is established
includes removing debris, cleaning inlets and overflows, and replacing plants as needed.

^
S TO R M WATE R B U MP O U T S
CAN CAL M TR AF F IC
Stormwater bumpouts act as a barrier
between pedestrians and vehicular
traffic, but they also calm traffic by acting
as a visual obstacle causing drivers to
naturally slow down.

//

visual interest and enhancing the streetscape, stormwater bumpouts calm traffic and
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This type of GSI is often used as a part of green streets strategies. Aside from providing
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STORMWATER
TREE
SOCIAL BENEFITS
ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY
IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH
REDUCE HEAT
ENHANCE RECREATION

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

A stormwater tree is a street tree planted within soil that is lower than street level to
capture stormwater from roads and sidewalks. The tree absorbs stormwater through
its roots. Some stormwater tree pits have metal grates above them. While others have
inlets that direct stormwater to the trees.
Stormwater trees are flexible in application and design and are well suited to tight,
urban environments where size constraints may limit GSI options. All that is required
is the amount of space needed to plant a tree. Unlike many other forms of GSI, they

IMPROVE WATER QUALITY

do not have additional underground storage and do not require infiltration testing or

RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS

excavation. Stormwater trees are limited in the amount of stormwater it can manage.

IMPROVE AIR QUALITY
SAVE ENERGY

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
SPUR PRIVATE INVESTMENT
CREATE JOBS
REVITALIZE NEIGHBORHOODS
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation, and the
capacity of the system.

lowmed
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

lowmed
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

low
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)

C O M M U NI T Y

G R E ENING

PLAN

DRAFT

Credit: Flickr // Chris Hamby

handle larger volumes of water entering through tree pits. Therefore careful selection
of native, water-tolerant trees is necessary to ensure that the tree functions properly.
Maintenance requirements include trimming limbs, removing debris, and occasional
surveys to ensure that the trees remain healthy.

^
S TO R M WATE R TR E E S C A N
WO R K AS A S YS TE M O R
ALO N E
In this example, a single stormwater
tree manages a portion of runoff from
the street right-of-way. A single curb cut
conveys water from the street into the
bed of the planter.

//

streetscape. However, unlike a normal street tree, stormwater trees need to be able to
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Stormwater trees increase tree canopy and increase air quality while enhancing
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STORMWATER
TREE TRENCH
SOCIAL BENEFITS
ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY
IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH
REDUCE HEAT
ENHANCE RECREATION

A stormwater tree trench is an underground storage system that connects multiple
street trees, typically located at the edge of a sidewalk where it meets a street or
under the edge of the street where it meets a sidewalk. The trees absorb some of the
stormwater through their roots, while excess water drains down into an underground
storage area made of stone, plastic crates, or other materials. Any water that exceeds
the capacity of the underground storage area is piped to an existing sewer.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

Stormwater tree trenches reduce and filter runoff, enhance the public realm, and

IMPROVE WATER QUALITY

increase tree canopy, which can reduce heat island effect and improve air quality.

RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS

Similar to stormwater trees, stormwater tree trenches are appropriate in a variety of

IMPROVE AIR QUALITY

environments, including high-density urban settings, along streets, sidewalks, parking

SAVE ENERGY

lots, and even public plazas. This form of GSI can be used as an alternative to vegetated
systems when hardscape is necessary, but stormwater management is a priority.

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
SPUR PRIVATE INVESTMENT

Stormwater tree trenches that are located along streets improve pedestrian safety by
creating a buffer between vehicular traffic and pedestrians.

CREATE JOBS
REVITALIZE NEIGHBORHOODS
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation, and the
capacity of the system.

medhigh
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

medhigh
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

medhigh
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)
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Credit: Flickr // DeepRoot

surface footprint. Given the large underground component of this system, maintenance
is more extensive than what is required for a stormwater tree. Maintenance
requirements include removing debris, cleaning inlets and overflow, trimming tree limbs,
and occasional surveys to ensure that the trees remain healthy.

^
S TO R M WATE R TR E E
TR E N CH E S P R O V ID E S H A D E
In this example, a system of connected
trees creates a shaded allee.
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system has the potential to manage a large volume of stormwater with a relatively small
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The size of stormwater tree trenches is flexible. Depending on its size, this type of
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PERVIOUS
PAVING
SOCIAL BENEFITS
ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY
IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH
REDUCE HEAT
ENHANCE RECREATION

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

Pervious, or porous/permeable, paving is a special type of paving that allows stormwater
to pass through it instead of running off of it. Pervious paving can include pervious
concrete, pavers, and porous asphalt, and other types of manufactured pavers made of
concrete or plastic. Pervious paving can be used in many places where traditional paving
is used, particularly areas that do not have a lot of traffic, such as walkways and parking
areas. Parking lots, parking lanes, driveways and other low-speed, low-traffic areas are
the most appropriate applications. An underground storage system usually sits below
the pavement to store the stormwater.

IMPROVE WATER QUALITY
RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS

Pervious paving reduces runoff by managing stormwater that falls directly on the surface

IMPROVE AIR QUALITY

of the paving and reducing the overall amount of impervious surfaces in a given area.

SAVE ENERGY

This form of GSI can be widely applied throughout urban and non-urban environments
because it manages stormwater without reducing hardscape areas. While pervious

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
SPUR PRIVATE INVESTMENT
CREATE JOBS

paving is a surface GSI system, it is not vegetated, but can be combined with a vegetated
system like a stormwater planter, to increase stormwater and community greening
benefits.

REVITALIZE NEIGHBORHOODS

AT A GLANCE
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation, and the
capacity of the system.

lowmed
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

medhigh
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

medhigh
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)
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Credit: Flickr // Jarrett M

While pervious paving is quite flexible, it may not be suitable for all locations where
traditional pavement is used. Because of the rough-textured surface of pervious paving,
it may not be ideal for highly traveled roadways or steep sloped areas. Heavy use may

^
P E R V I O U S P AV I N G W O R K S
WE LL I N P AR KI N G A R E A S

loosen aggregate, which can erode the surface of the pavement and cause the overall

between pavers and joints, is prevented. Surfaces are usually cleaned with a large
sweeper to avoid clogging issues, especially in areas where winter sanding or salting
of roads is necessary. The proposed area should undergo infiltration testing before
installation and should occasionally be tested throughout its life to guarantee that
system is draining properly.

//

pervious paving, which is prone to clogging from sand and aggregate that fill spaces

In this example, pervious paving is used
for a parallel parking lane because it is
not as heavily traveled as a roadway.
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system to not function as designed. Periodic maintenance is required to ensure that
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GREEN GUTTER
Green gutters are continuous, narrow areas with soil and plants that are put along the
edge of a street where it meets the sidewalk, with a new curb at the street edge. The soil
and plants are lower than street level to capture stormwater from roads and sidewalks.

SOCIAL BENEFITS

Green gutters can vary in size and materials depending on application.

ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY

Green gutters reduce and filter runoff from the street and sidewalk. Unlike stormwater

IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH

planters and bumpouts, green gutters are narrow and are located at the same elevation

REDUCE HEAT

as the street. This system can be employed in urban areas where minimal space is

ENHANCE RECREATION

available for GSI. They are often used along streets as part of green streets strategies.
Similar to stormwater planters, green gutters provide a vegetated buffer between

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
IMPROVE WATER QUALITY
RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS
IMPROVE AIR QUALITY
SAVE ENERGY

ECONOMIC BENEFITS

pedestrians and vehicular traffic, but they do not encroach on the sidewalk. Green
gutters work best in areas where street parking and loading is not allowed. If used on
a street that allows street parking, adequate protection must be used to prevent cars
from driving into the green gutter. Provisions must also be made to allow people to
access the sidewalk from a parked car.
Stormwater is managed in a green gutter through evapotranspiration and infiltration, if
feasible. They can be designed with a flush curb so that street runoff can enter via sheet

SPUR PRIVATE INVESTMENT

flow. Alternatively, a raised curb can be added that allows runoff to flow into the green

CREATE JOBS

gutter at openings along its length.

REVITALIZE NEIGHBORHOODS
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation, and the
capacity of the system.

low
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

lowhigh
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

lowmed
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)
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Credit: Flickr // Jarrett M

While the cost and maintenance requirements of the system are relatively low, the
system has the capability to manage a moderate amount of stormwater. Maintenance
is relatively low throughout the life of the system. However, initial maintenance can
be time-consuming until vegetation is established. Consideration should be given to
selecting native, water-tolerant plants and testing infiltration rates to ensure that the
planter functions properly. Regular maintenance after vegetation is established includes
removing debris, cleaning inlets and overflows, and replacing plants as needed.

there may be potential conflicts with on-street parking or loading. The street existing

//

Green gutters are at the same elevation,
or level with the roadway. This allows
the gutter to collect stormwater runoff
directly from the surface of the road.

street right-of-way also needs to be wide enough to accommodate a green gutter
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Green gutters are typically not recommended for steeply sloped streets or areas where

^
G R E E N G U TTE R S A R E L E V E L
WI TH TH E R O ADW A Y

system.
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GREEN ROOF
A green roof (or vegetated roof) is a roof that is either partially or fully covered by a
system of plants. The plants grow in a lightweight engineered soil. Green roofs vary in
size and depth depending on the weight the existing roof can handle. Green roofs can

SOCIAL BENEFITS

be applied to almost any roof as long as the structure can handle the additional loading
requirements. Not all structures can handle the load needed for a green roof system.

ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY
IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH

Green roofs primarily function to capture roof runoff, but they can also provide

REDUCE HEAT

aesthetic value, reduce energy costs for heating and cooling, reduce the heat island

ENHANCE RECREATION

effect, and improve air quality. The aesthetic value of green roofs is maximized when the
roof itself is visible or accessible. In some cases, the green roof covers a portion of the

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
IMPROVE WATER QUALITY
RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS
IMPROVE AIR QUALITY
SAVE ENERGY

ECONOMIC BENEFITS

roof, opening up space for public gathering and open space.
While green roofs may improve aesthetics, they are limited to only managing rooftop
runoff and can be quite costly depending on size and engineering requirements.
Depending on the thickness of the storage system, stormwater management may be
limited. However, they provide volume removal of stormwater runoff that is stored
through evapotranspiration. They also increase the time of concentration thereby
delaying and reducing the rate of runoff from a roof.

SPUR PRIVATE INVESTMENT
CREATE JOBS
REVITALIZE NEIGHBORHOODS

AT A GLANCE
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation, and the
capacity of the system.

lowmed
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

medhigh
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

lowmed
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)
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Credit: Flickr // Chesapeake Bay Program

Higher maintenance is required until roof vegetation is established. Regular
maintenance includes clearing debris, working to avoid plant loss, and checking for
damage from environmental conditions. Ensuring that installed plants, growth medium,
and other drainage materials are tailored to the specific context (climate, building
surroundings, etc.) can reduce maintenance requirements.
Application of green roofs is typically limited to flat and mildly sloped roofs. Green
roofs are most cost-effective when installed during construction or when a roof needs

^
V I S I B LE G R E E N R O O F
In this example, the green roof, while
not an active open space, is visible from
adjacent houses and buildings, which
increases the aesthetic value of the GSI.
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management.
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to be replaced and tend to be more expensive compared to ground-level stormwater
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BLUE ROOF
A blue roof is a roof that provides temporary storage and slow release of roof runoff.
Detention of stormwater can be provided in open storage at the roof’s surface, in
storage media, in modular storage units or trays, or below decking or other roof cover.

SOCIAL BENEFITS

Blue roofs vary in size and can be used alongside green roofs. Blue roofs can be
applied to almost any roof as long as the structure can handle the additional loading

ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY

requirements. Not all structures can handle the load needed for a blue roof system.

IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH

Application of blue roofs is typically limited to flat and mildly sloped roofs.

REDUCE HEAT
ENHANCE RECREATION

Blue roofs can provide aesthetic value, reduce energy costs for heating and cooling,
and improve air quality. Depending on the design, blue roofs can offer opportunities to

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
IMPROVE WATER QUALITY
RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS
IMPROVE AIR QUALITY
SAVE ENERGY

reuse captured stormwater. Blue roofs can also be paired with green roofs, roof decks,
or plazas.
Similar to green roofs, blue roofs can only manage rooftop runoff and can be quite
costly depending on the size and engineering requirements and offer limited ancillary
benefits compared to vegetated systems. They are typically more cost-effective and

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
SPUR PRIVATE INVESTMENT

best-suited for sites where a large percentage of the area is roof area. Blue roofs are
not vegetated, therefore maintenance is minimal and consists of clearing debris and
checking for damage from environmental conditions.

CREATE JOBS
REVITALIZE NEIGHBORHOODS
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation, and the
capacity of the system.

low
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

medhigh
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

lowmed
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)
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Credit: HazenandSawyer.com

^
GREEN ROOF / BLUE ROOF
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In this example, a green roof and blue
roof hybrid provides visual interest and
management of roof runoff.
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RAIN GARDEN
A rain garden is an area with soil and plants that is not surrounded by a curb. The soil
and plants are lower than surrounding areas to capture stormwater. The stormwater
collects in the rain garden, creating a small, shallow pond until the water drains down

SOCIAL BENEFITS

through the soil. Some rain gardens have an underground storage system beneath them
to hold more stormwater. Rain gardens can vary in size and materials.

ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY
IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH

Rain gardens are one of the most common systems employed to manage stormwater.

REDUCE HEAT

They enhance the aesthetics of a place, reduce and filter runoff, can manage a large

ENHANCE RECREATION

volume of stormwater, and can be connected to other types of GSI. They are flexible
and can be designed to suit almost any environment and site. Construction can vary

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
IMPROVE WATER QUALITY
RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS
IMPROVE AIR QUALITY
SAVE ENERGY

from simple ground infiltration systems to more extensive systems with an underground
storage system. Simple rain gardens without additional storage can be installed by
homeowners or community groups. While rain gardens with additional storage and
infiltration may require licensed contractors and engineers. This type of GSI can be
installed at schools, parks, homes, vacant lots, and many other places throughout urban
areas.

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
SPUR PRIVATE INVESTMENT
CREATE JOBS
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation, and the
capacity of the system.

med
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

lowmed
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

lowmed
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)
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DRAFT

Credit: Flickr // PWD

initial maintenance can be time-consuming until vegetation is established. Consideration
should be given to carefully selecting native, water-tolerant plants. Infiltration rates
should also be tested to ensure that the planter functions at designed levels. Regular
maintenance after vegetation is established includes removing debris, cleaning inlets
and overflows, and replacing plants as needed.

^
R AI N G AR DE N S C A N BE
CO M M U N I TY AS S E T S
Residential rain gardens, especially rain
gardens built or supported by a local
community, can become a community
asset and amenity.
//

significant amount of stormwater. It is relatively inexpensive to install rain gardens, but
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Depending on the size of the system, rain gardens have the potential to manage a
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STORMWATER
WETLAND
SOCIAL BENEFITS
ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY
IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH
REDUCE HEAT
ENHANCE RECREATION

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

A stormwater wetland is an engineered marsh system that includes both open water
areas and shallower, vegetated marsh areas. Stormwater wetlands typically include a
small pool that filters some pollutants out of the stormwater and then a larger area
with marshland vegetation that treats and filters the water similar to a natural wetland.
Stormwater wetlands can serve as habitat for wildlife.
Stormwater wetlands not only manage stormwater runoff, but also provide flood control,
enhance the natural environment, and create habitat for local wildlife. While they have

IMPROVE WATER QUALITY

the capability to manage a large amount of stormwater, stormwater wetlands are less

RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS

flexible in application and require a large amount of physical space. They are most

IMPROVE AIR QUALITY

suitable in large parks and open spaces.

SAVE ENERGY
While the initial construction of a stormwater wetland can be costly, the long-term

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
SPUR PRIVATE INVESTMENT
CREATE JOBS
REVITALIZE NEIGHBORHOODS

maintenance of the system is relatively minimal after vegetation is established. The
success of the system requires careful selection of native, water-tolerant plants that will
create a wetland suitable for wildlife. Regular maintenance includes removing debris,
cleaning inlets and overflows, and replacing plants as needed.

AT A GLANCE
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation, and the
capacity of the system.

lowmed
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

medhigh
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

medhigh
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)
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Credit: Flickr // PWD
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In this example, the Stormwater Wetland
and Saylor Grove in Pennsylvania,
the wetland was constructed within a
park and is a natural amenity for the
surrounding neighborhood.
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STORMWATER
BASIN
SOCIAL BENEFITS
ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY
IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH
REDUCE HEAT
ENHANCE RECREATION

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
IMPROVE WATER QUALITY

A stormwater basin (detention / retention pond) is a sunken, usually grassy area that
is designed to collect and store stormwater. Stormwater basins vary in size and can
either slow the stormwater until it is treated elsewhere, or allow it to drain into the soil.
Vegetation improves filtering, water quality, and the aesthetics of the basin.
Stormwater basins come in a variety of sizes and designs. Some are simply grassy
depressions, while others have vegetation that helps to further filter stormwater and
improve aesthetics. This type of GSI is quite flexible. They can be designed to manage
different volumes of stormwater and suit a variety of contextual situations.

RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS
IMPROVE AIR QUALITY

Overall cost depends on the size and design of the stormwater basin, but maintenance

SAVE ENERGY

is relatively minimal. Initial maintenance can be time-consuming until vegetation, if
applicable, is established. After vegetation is established maintenance consists of

ECONOMIC BENEFITS

clearing debris, cleaning inlets and overflows, and replacing plants as needed.

SPUR PRIVATE INVESTMENT
CREATE JOBS
REVITALIZE NEIGHBORHOODS
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation, and the
capacity of the system.

lowmed
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

lowmed
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

medhigh
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)
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Credit: Flickr // Aaron Volkening
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In this example, the stormwater basin
when dry is a grassy depression. During
wet weather events, the depression fills
with stormwater before being slowly
released.
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BIOSWALE
A bioswale is a long, shallow depression designed to slow the flow of stormwater and
allow it to drain into the soil. Swales can be used as an alternative to traditional ditches
or as a way to slow stormwater before it gets to other GSI.

SOCIAL BENEFITS

Bioswales reduce and filter runoff and can replace traditional ditches or gutter systems.

ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY

This type of GSI can be used for infiltration or to convey stormwater from a runoff

IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH

source to another GSI system where it is stored or allowed to infiltrate. They can be

REDUCE HEAT

employed in a variety of environments, including residential properties, street medians,

ENHANCE RECREATION

parks, and schools, but require enough space to move and treat stormwater. Bioswales
work especially well in sloped areas where natural or constructed contours help move

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
IMPROVE WATER QUALITY
RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS
IMPROVE AIR QUALITY
SAVE ENERGY

water from an impervious surface to a final treatment area.
Costs vary depending on the size and design of the bioswale. Some bioswales
are filled with stone and some are filled with a mixture of stone and vegetation.
Initial maintenance can be time-consuming until vegetation, if used, is established.
Consideration should be given to carefully selecting native, water-tolerant plants.

ECONOMIC BENEFITS

Regular maintenance includes clearing debris, cleaning inlets and overflows, and
replacing plants as needed.
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CREATE JOBS
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation, and the
capacity of the system.

med
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

lowmed
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

lowmed
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)
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Credit: Flickr // Montgomery County Planning
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Bioswales provide a natural, aesthetically
pleasing way to convey water from one
runoff source to another type of GSI.
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FLOW-THROUGH
PLANTER
SOCIAL BENEFITS
ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY
IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH
REDUCE HEAT
ENHANCE RECREATION

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

A flow-through planter is a box with soil and plants that sits on the ground, typically
located next to a building. The stormwater from the building’s roof is directed to the
stormwater planter through a downspout. Stormwater filters through the soil in the box.
Flow-through planters are a commonly used in residential applications, but can also
be scaled up to meet the stormwater treatment needs of larger commercial, public
facilities, and institutional uses. They reduce runoff from rooftops and enhance the
surrounding landscape. The flexible nature of the design makes flow-through planters

IMPROVE WATER QUALITY

well-suited for urban environments, including rowhouses and dense commercial

RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS

corridors. Unlike other types of GSI that rely on infiltration to release stormwater,

IMPROVE AIR QUALITY

flow-through planters do not require ground-level infiltration and instead filter

SAVE ENERGY

stormwater through plants and soil, releasing any excess through an overflow valve.
Since no ground-level testing or infiltration is required, flow-through planters can be

ECONOMIC BENEFITS

standardized and prefabricated.

SPUR PRIVATE INVESTMENT
CREATE JOBS
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation, and the
capacity of the system.

low
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

low
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

low
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)
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Credit: PWD

Depending on the size of the planters and the materials used, flow-through planters
are a relatively inexpensive way to manage stormwater. However, the amount of
stormwater a flow-through planter is limited to runoff from the adjacent structure’s

^
DI Y F LO W- TH R O U G H
P LAN TE R S

plantings.

Flow-through planters can be purchased
prefabricated or constructed at home.
Simple DIY planters can be constructed
with some wood, an overflow value,
stone, soil, and native vegetation.
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many other GSI, careful consideration should be given to selecting native, water-tolerant
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roof. Maintenance of the planter itself is minimal once vegetation is established. As with
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RAIN BARREL
Rain barrels are enclosed, typically plastic or metal structures that sit on the ground,
typically located next to a building. The stormwater from the building’s roof is directed
to the rain barrel through a downspout. Stormwater is stored in the rain barrel until it is

SOCIAL BENEFITS

needed for another use. The collected water is often used for things that do not require
drinking water, like watering plants or washing cars.

ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY
IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH

Rain barrels, similar to flow-through planters are often used in residential applications.

REDUCE HEAT

They reduce runoff by collecting water from an adjacent roof. However, unlike many

ENHANCE RECREATION

other types of GSI, rain barrels do not use vegetation to filter stormwater. Instead,
water is stored and used for irrigation and other non-potable water needs. This allows

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
IMPROVE WATER QUALITY
RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS
IMPROVE AIR QUALITY
SAVE ENERGY

homeowners to save money and conserve water by reducing the amount of water
needed for irrigation. However, this also requires a use for the stored water.
Demand for stored water can be seasonal and weather dependent, which can lead to
insufficient available storage during rain events. For maximum stormwater benefit, rain
barrels should be completely emptied before each rain event.

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
SPUR PRIVATE INVESTMENT
CREATE JOBS
REVITALIZE NEIGHBORHOODS
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation, and the
capacity of the system.

low
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

low
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

low
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)
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Credit: PWD

Most rain barrels are prefabricated which reduces the overall cost and maintenance
requirements. However, due to their small size, the potential stormwater benefit is

or have appropriate screens to control mosquitoes and should be completely emptied
when temperatures fall below freezing.

^
S AV E WATE R , U S E A R A IN
B AR R E L
Rain barrels provide an alternative to
traditional irrigation. Rain water collected
in the barrel can be used to water plants
or wash your car.
//

stored water, maintenance of the system is minimal. Rain barrels should be completely
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limited. Aside from ensuring roof leaders are clear of debris and regularly using the
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CISTERN
Cisterns are large, enclosed structures that can sit on the ground or be buried below
ground. Stormwater is directed to cisterns through downspouts or pipes. Stormwater is
stored in the cistern until it is needed for another use. The collected water is often used

SOCIAL BENEFITS

for things that do not require drinking water, like watering plants or washing cars.

ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY

Cisterns vary in size and application. The location is flexible, and the system can be a

IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH

stand-alone practice integrated into a larger stormwater detention system. They reduce

REDUCE HEAT

runoff by collecting water from an adjacent roof. Similar to rain barrels, cisterns do not

ENHANCE RECREATION

use vegetation to filter stormwater. Instead, water is stored and used for irrigation,
cooling water, or other non-potable water needs. This allows homeowners or business

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
IMPROVE WATER QUALITY
RESTORE ECOSYSTEMS
IMPROVE AIR QUALITY
SAVE ENERGY

owners to save money and conserve water by reducing the amount of water needed for
irrigation and other uses.
Demand for stored water can be seasonal and weather dependent, such as re-use for
irrigation. It can also be dependent on the periodic or cyclical nature of activity at the
site. This irregular demand for stored water can lead to insufficient available storage

ECONOMIC BENEFITS

during rain events. If a cistern’s primary function is stormwater benefit, cisterns must be
able to release stored water back to the drainage system at a controlled rate to ensure

SPUR PRIVATE INVESTMENT

that there is available storage for storm events. Depending on the stormwater objectives

CREATE JOBS

or goals of a site, cisterns may need to be used in conjunction with another practice.

REVITALIZE NEIGHBORHOODS

AT A GLANCE
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An overview of the amount of maintenance required, the potential cost of installation, and the
capacity of the system.

low
MAINTENANCE

(ease of cleaning/using
the GSI)

lowmed
COST

(typical cost of designing and
building GSI)

medhigh
SIZE/VOLUME

(typical size required/
volume managed by GSI)
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Credit: PWD

Cost and volume of stormwater managed depend on the size and application of the
cistern. Underground cisterns require additional cost for excavation and soil testing.

Depending on the location of the cistern and the use, cisterns can rely on gravity or
pumps to distribute the runoff. All piping from cisterns must clearly indicate that the
water is non-potable. Additional plumbing requirements add cost to the design of a
cistern.

^
U N DE R G R O U N D W A T E R
S TO R AG E
In this example, a cistern is placed
underground with a pipe that allows the
homeowner or business owner to reuse
the water for non-potable water needs.
//

need to include appropriate pre-treatment of stormwater depending on the end use.
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While above ground cisterns require minimal site preparation. Cistern systems may
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GR EEN IN FRA STRUC TU RE
CA N PRO V IDE NUMEROU S
SO C IA L BENEFITS
Green infrastructure projects can
enhance recreation. For example,
implementing green school strategies
may result in additional green spaces for
school children.

WHAT ARE THE
BENEFITS?
The primary benefit of green stormwater infrastructure is the management of
stormwater. However, GSI has the potential to provide additional social, environmental,
and economic benefits that leverage stormwater investments. These triple bottom line
benefits are not provided by traditional infrastructure.

SOCI A L
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Engage the Community. Green stormwater infrastructure and community greening
investment can bring people together and connect them to the environment.
Communities can get involved with planning for their neighborhood, build a rain garden,
plant a tree, or enjoy a new community garden or playground. According to study
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additional environmental, social, and
economic benefits that may be accrued
by implementing green stormwater
management.
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conducted by the University of Illinois, residents who had trees and green space near
their homes reported knowing more people in their immediate community, having
stronger feelings of unity, and were more willing to help their fellow neighbors than
residents in housing developments without trees and green space.
Improve public health. Greening communities improves air quality and enhances
recreational opportunities, which improve public health. Studies have shown that just
being in contact with nature causes a four percent decrease in stress levels and a two
percent increase in satisfaction. Research studies, including a study by Penn State
University’s Department of Emergency Medicine, found that blood pressure, heart rate,
and stress levels decrease after spending time in a greened space. Benefits may include
reduced asthma rates, less stress and anxiety, lower rates of childhood and adult
obesity, and even reduced mortality rates.
Reduce heat. Planting additional trees, installing green or blue roofs, and increasing the
by a concentration of paved areas. Reducing the heat island effect not only provides

//

amount of impervious surfaces in urban areas can reduce the heat island effect caused
for a more comfortable urban environment, but may also reduce the number of heat-
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related deaths in the summer.
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Improve water quality. Green stormwater infrastructure reduces the amount of
stormwater and filters it before entering the sewer system or waterways. This lowers
the potential for damaging flooding and combined sewer overflows which can pollute
waterways.
Restore ecosystems. Restoring streams, controlling erosion, and improving the health
of waterways restores ecosystems and encourages biodiversity. Green stormwater
infrastructure can also create new wildlife habitats.
Improve air quality. Planting additional trees and greening communities improve air
quality by filtering out pollutants.
Save energy. Planting trees and installing green roofs can reduce energy bills by
shading structures and providing additional insulation.

ECONO M IC
Spur private investment. Greening communities by building parks, investing in
infrastructure, and planting trees can spur private investment from developers and
improve property values.
Create jobs. Workers are needed to plan, design, build, and maintain green stormwater
infrastructure.
Revitalize neighborhoods. Community greening can have a transformative effect
on neighborhoods by increasing the number of amenities, including parks and
streetscapes, building resident capacity, and reutilizing vacant lots. These investments
can neighborhood improve property values.
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Credit: Flickr // DC Greens
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WHAT ARE THE
OPPORTUNITIES?
What are the opportunities for

map as a basis and layer other criteria,

green stormwater infrastructure in

including community and partner

Harrisburg? The previously discussed

support, to determine the best locations

analyses of land use, impervious

for green stormwater infrastructure.

surfaces, and problem areas, play
a part. In addition, land ownership/
control, the location of existing trees,
parks, utilities, and other spatial and
non-spatial characteristics play a part.
These criteria are separated into two
sets of factors — stormwater potential
and ranking.
Together, these factors, when applied
to the city, identify opportunities
for a network of green stormwater
infrastructure projects. The
opportunities represent a starting point
for Capital Region Water to identify
locations for pilot green stormwater
infrastructure projects and to determine
where the most easily implementable
may be. During implementation, Capital
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Region Water will use the prioritization
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STORMWATER
POTENTIAL AND
RANKING
Stormwater potential and ranking was determined for the entire city of Harrisburg. For
streets, drainage areas extend from the parcel line to the center line of streets and were
delineated based on elevation, street flow, and the location of existing sewer inlets.
Blocks are often divided into multiple drainage areas because streets are “crowned”
(higher) in the center. They may also be divided into multiple drainage areas if there is
a high point in the middle of a block. Parcels were considered independently based on
property lines.

STO RM WATER P OTEN TIAL
Stormwater potential is simply the physical potential of a site or street drainage area
to manage stormwater. In other words, stormwater potential indicates where there is
space to install green stormwater infrastructure.

R ANKI NG O PPORTU N ITIES
While stormwater potential highlights areas with physical opportunity, it does not
reveal the full scope of possibilities. A second layer of criteria, or ranking, was added
to stormwater potential to take into account the potential for partnerships. This can
include partnerships with community groups or local agencies, and coordination with
existing projects. Different sets of ranking criteria are used for streets and parcels to

110
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address site-specific and contextual differences.
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STORMWATER
POTENTIAL

+

the physical potential of a
parcel / drainage area to
manage stormwater

STORMWATER
RANKING

DRAFT

the ranking of a parcel /
drainage area based on
partnership potential

1

6

ENSURE COST
EFFECTIVENESS

This diagram walks through the
stormwater potential and ranking steps
for streets. Five factors contributed to
the stormwater potential for streets.

2

Streets

>
ST OR M W A T ER P OTENTIAL
F O R ST R EET S
POTENTIAL /
PLANNED PROJECTS
7

1. E nsure cost effectiveness by
ensuring that street drainage areas
meet minimum size requirements
(5,000 square feet).

3. M anage overflow by ensuring that
drainage areas are within a certain
distance of an existing inlet.
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4. P rovide area for infiltration by
ensuring there is enough space to
manage stormwater by maintaining a
10:1 loading ratio.
5. A
 void problem areas, or areas that
may not be suitable for infiltration
due to instability. This final factor
is not applicable in most areas.
However, in the South Harrisburg
area subsurface problem areas add a
layer of challenges to building green
stormwater infrastructure. This does
not mean that GSI cannot be built in
this area, it just adds an additional
layer of complexity and limits
infiltration opportunities.
Based on initial stormwater potential
rankings, about 40 percent of the city’s
6,523 street drainage areas are ranked as
high – a 4 or 5 ranking.

AVOID SPATIAL
CONFLICTS

PROX. TO HIGHLY RANKED
DRAINAGE AREAS

3

^
S TO R M WATE R R A NK ING
F O R S TR E E TS

Streets

2. A void spatial conflicts by minimizing
infiltration adjacent to buildings,
preventing utility conflicts,
maintaining separation from public
property, reducing conflicts with
existing healthy street trees, and
avoiding existing curb-cuts and
driveways.

MANAGE
OVERFLOW
4

PROVIDE AREA
FOR INFILTRATION
5

Two ranking factors contributed to the
final score or ranking for streets. These
two factors, when added to the five
stormwater potential factors, result in a
possible ranking from 0-7, with 7 being
the highest ranking.
6. P
 otential or planned projects. This
includes proximity to transportation
projects and redevelopment areas.
7. P
 roximity to highly ranked drainage
areas or priority parcels where
opportunities for grouping green
stormwater infrastructure projects may
be possible.
After applying ranking criteria, about
4 percent, or 270 drainage areas are
ranked as a very high, a 6 or 7 ranking.

AVOID PROBLEM
AREAS

C O M M U NI T Y

STORMWATER
POTENTIAL
the physical potential of a
parcel / drainage area to
manage stormwater

1
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STORMWATER
RANKING
the ranking of a parcel /
drainage area based on
partnership potential

3

ENSURE COST
EFFECTIVENESS
2

AVOID PROBLEM
AREAS

POTENTIAL /
PLANNED PROJECTS

Five ranking factors contributed to the
final score or ranking for parcels. These
five factors, when added to the two
stormwater potential factors, result in a
possible ranking from 0-7, with 7 being
the highest ranking.

4

3. P otential or planned projects. This
includes proximity to transportation
projects and redevelopment areas.

PROX. TO HIGHLY RANKED
DRAINAGE AREAS

4. P roximity to highly ranked drainage
areas or priority parcels where
opportunities for grouping green
stormwater infrastructure projects may
be possible.

5

1. E nsure cost-effectiveness by
ensuring that parcel areas meet
minimum size requirements. Given
that not all of the parcel will likely
be used for GSI, certain percentages
of sidewalk and parking impervious
area and all of the pervious area
contributed to the 500 square foot
minimum size requirement.
2. A
 void problem areas, or areas that
may not be suitable for infiltration due
to instability. This final factor is not
applicable in most areas.
Based on initial stormwater potential
rankings, about 23 percent of the city’s
20,148 parcel drainage areas are ranked
as a high potential, a 2 ranking.

PUBLICLY OWNED
PARCELS
6

STRATEGIC LAND
OWNERS

5. P ublic ownership. A publicly owned
parcel has a greater potential for
green stormwater infrastructure
compared to privately owned parcels.
 trategic land ownership, or the
6. S
landowners with the most property by
land use.
7. P
 roductive land use, prioritizes
reuse of vacant lots as a potential
partnership opportunity.
After applying ranking criteria, about
3 percent, or 600 drainage areas are
ranked as a very high to somewhat high,
a 4, 5, 6 or 7 ranking.

7

//

Two factors contributed to the
stormwater potential rankings for parcels.

Parcels

^
S TO RM WA T ER P OTENTI AL
F OR PA R CELS

PRODUCTIVE LAND
USE (VACANT LOTS)
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Parcels
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RANKING OF PARCELS & STREETS

The pie charts below depict the breakdown of parcel and street areas by ranking level on a scale
from 0-7, with 0 representing very low ranked areas and 7 representing very high ranked areas.

PARCEL RANKING

STREET RANKING
Somewhat
Low
Ranking (2)

44.36%

Medium
Ranking (3)

Somewhat High
Ranking (4)

23.0%
19.1%

Low
Ranking (1)

31.51%
3.54%
15.68%

Very Low
Ranking (0)

Medium
Ranking (3)

0.01%

Very High
Ranking (7)

0.33%

Very High
Ranking (6)

15.6%

Somewhat
Low Ranking
(2)

22.9%

4.0%
15.0%
Low
Ranking (1)

0.2%

Very Low
Ranking
(0)

3.86%

Somewhat
High Ranking
(4)

High
Ranking

Very High
Ranking
(6)

0.1%

Very High
Ranking
(7)

0.70%

High Ranking (5)

WHAT ARE THE OPPORTUNITIES?

1,591 ac

6,523

680 ac

parcel drainage
areas

of area potentially
managed by somewhat to
very high ranked sites (4-7)

street drainage
areas

of area potentially
managed by very high
ranked streets (6-7)
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Out of 26,000+ parcel and street drainage areas, only about 7% are considered very high or high
ranked sites for GSI.
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Credit: Flickr // Center for Neighborhood Technology
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COMMUNITY
GREENING CONCEPTS

//

The following sections illustrate
these green stormwater strategies
and how they may transform the
neighborhoods, streets, and public
spaces in Harrisburg.

117

What might green stormwater
infrastructure look like in
Harrisburg? Using input from
public meetings, where residents
indicated where they wanted
to see community greening
investment in streets, parks,
vacant lots, and schools, ten
community greening concept
categories were created. The
ten categories — green alleys,
green neighborhoods, green
public spaces, green parks, green
vacant lots, green community
centers, green streets, green
businesses, green schools, and
green homes — represent many of
the opportunities for community
greening in Harrisburg.
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Green
Alleys

C1H1A9P T E/R/ 1

These often underutilized spaces are seen as a blight
or nuisance in neighborhoods throughout the city.
However, residential alleys, like the one depicted
here, and commercial alleys can be transformed into
inviting, usable public spaces with community greening
and green stormwater infrastructure strategies.

Credit: WRT
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^
A G REEN FEN CE PROVIDES
PR I V A CY A ND SC REENING

THE CO NCE P T
The community greening concept for alleys, illustrated here on Brown Street, combines
a series of green stormwater infrastructure projects on private and publicly owned

A green fence not only provides
curb appeal and some stormwater
management. It also provides an
additional layer of privacy and can be
used to screen unseemly trash cans and
recycling bins.

property to create an attractive, safe, and welcoming environment for residents. The
alley still functions as a vehicular passage, but community greening and stormwater
management techniques enhance the space for pedestrians and bicyclists too.
The green alley concept above includes pervious pavement, a rain garden, a flowthrough planter, and a green fence. Pervious paving manages stormwater from the alley
itself. The rain garden manages runoff from one adjacent street and house. A flowthrough planter manages runoff from another house.
Pervious paving works well in alleyways that are not subject to heavy traffic. Water seeps
through the pervious pavers and into a subsurface storage system before evaporating

//

from the roofs of adjacent houses. Aside from stormwater management benefits, the

120

or infiltrating into the ground. The rain garden, to the right of the alley, manages runoff
rain garden improves the aesthetics of the alley and provides a visible example of how
green stormwater infrastructure works.
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R AI N G AR DE N S PR O V ID E
AN E DU CATI O N AL T O O L
Rain gardens are great educational
tools for teaching residents, including
parents and children, about how green
stormwater infrastructure works.

The green fence, located on the opposite
corner, provides some stormwater
capture with the use of troughs that
capture rainfall. This technique can be
used to screen trash cans and provide
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additional privacy for backyards.
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8%
(10 votes)

2%
(2 votes)

24%
23%

(28 votes)

(27 votes)

10%
(12 votes)

7%
(8 votes)

6%
(7 votes)

20%
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GR E EN A LLEY OP P ORTU NITIES
Residents attending the Community Greening Parties saw opportunities for green
alley projects throughout the city. 67 percent of all participants felt that Uptown,
North Allison Hill, and South Harrisburg were good candidates for green alley projects.
Susquehanna Street, alleys off of Front Street in Uptown, Jefferson Street, and Green
Street were all highlighted as specific opportunities for green alley projects. Sanford
Street, the alley adjacent to Yellow Bird Cafe in midtown, was identified as a potential
commercial green alley pilot project.

P OT ENTI A L PARTN ERSHIP S

<
U P TO WN , N O R TH A L L IS O N
H I LL , AN D S O U TH
H AR R I S B U R G WE R E
TH E TO P 3 R E Q UE S T E D
L O CATI O N S F O R G R E E N
ALL E Y S
67 percent of participants at the second
round of public meetings wanted green
alleys in the Uptown, North Allison Hill,
and South Harrisburg neighborhoods.

homeowners

•

community organizations

•

neighborhood associations

•

business owners

•

City of Harrisburg

•

Department of Public Works
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•
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Potential partners for green alleys include:
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Green
Neighborhoods

C1H2A5P T E/R/ 1

Neighborhoods, including streets, homes, and small
businesses are the building blocks of cities. Community
greening and green stormwater infrastructure have
the potential to revitalize neighborhoods and improve
public health. Simple actions like planting street
trees, installing flow-through planters, or planting
rain gardens can dramatically transform the look of a
neighborhood or block.

Credit: WRT
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The community greening concept neighborhoods, illustrated on the 2200 block of

4th Street, between Emerald Street and Woodbine Street, utilizes a series of green

stormwater infrastructure strategies in the street right-of-way and on private properties.
This block, located in Midtown, lacks consistent streetscaping and has few street trees.

Stormwater bumpouts reduce the
distance needed to cross the street and
calm traffic improving pedestrian safety.

Strategies for the street right-of-way include stormwater tree trenches, stormwater
bumpouts, and depaving. Strategies for private properties include rain gardens, flowthrough planters, and rain barrels.
In this illustration, stormwater tree trenches line both sides of 4th Street. These
trenches not only manage stormwater runoff from the street with an underground
system of stone storage, but also increase tree canopy, which provides shade, reduces
the heat island effect, and improves air quality. Stormwater bumpouts located midblock
and at the both corners manage stormwater from the street right-of-way, beautify the
street, and improve pedestrian safety by reducing the distance required to cross the
street. Finally, depaving of a portion of the western sidewalk reduces the amount of
impervious surface, improves curb appeal, and creates a more welcoming pedestrian
environment. A small rain garden, flow-through planter, and rain barrel manage
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stormwater runoff from roofs on the eastern side of the street.
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Street trees, stormwater tree trenches,
stormwater bumpouts, and depaving
reduce impervious surfaces, filter and
manage stormwater runoff, and beautify
the block.
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4%
(8 votes)

35%
12%

(72 votes)

(25 votes)

15%
(30 votes)

10%
(21 votes)

6%
(12 votes)

17%
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in the city that are opportunities for green neighborhoods. While 50 percent of
participants identified the Uptown and South Allison Hill neighborhoods, all of the
neighborhoods were identified as opportunities to be green neighborhoods.

P OT ENTI A L PARTN ERSHIP S
Potential partners for green neighborhoods include:
•

homeowners

•

community organizations

•

neighborhood associations

•

business owners

•

City of Harrisburg

•

Department of Public Works

•

CAT

50 percent of participants at the second
round of public meetings wanted green
strategies to be employed in the Uptown
and South Allison Hill neighborhoods.

//

Residents attending the Community Greening Parties identified other neighborhoods
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U P TO WN AN D S OU T H
ALL I S O N H I LL WE R E
TH E TO P 2 R E Q UE S T E D
L O CATI O N S F O R G R E E N
N E I G H B O R H O O DS
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GR E EN NEI GHBORHOOD OPPOR T UNIT IE S
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Green Public
Spaces

C1H3A1P T E/R/ 1

Public spaces like plazas and markets should be
memorable. They are the gathering spaces and
landmarks that help shape an impression of a city for
visitors and residents alike. Harrisburg has a great
tradition rooted in the City Beautiful Movement that
envisions the “City as a Park.” However, many of the
city’s public spaces do not embody this ideal. By
employing community greening and green stormwater
management techniques, these public spaces can be
transformed into more sustainable, thriving places for
people to enjoy.

Credit: WRT
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^
SI M PLE IM PRO VEMENTS
M A K E A BIG DIFF ERENC E

THE CO NCE P T
The green public spaces concept is illustrated here at Broad Street Market, one of the
oldest continuously operating farmers markets in the country and one of the most

Planting trees and depaving portions
of the plaza transforms the space into a
vibrant, colorful public space.

beloved public spaces in Harrisburg. The community greening concept focuses on
managing stormwater through underground infiltration/storage, stormwater planters,
tree trenches, and depaving. A majority of the green stormwater infrastructure is
focused on the central plaza between the two market buildings since stormwater from
adjacent streets naturally flows toward that portion of the site. Since the plaza is used
for outdoor markets and gathering, the surface footprint of GSI is minimal to maximize
circulation, seating, vendor spaces, and gathering areas.
In this concept, the central plaza contains a stormwater tree trench. The tree pits,
planted with native vegetation are connected to a larger underground infiltration/
storage area that collects and stores stormwater. The trees provide shade for the plaza,

//

plaza. Additional runoff may be piped into the underground infiltration/storage area
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reduce the heat island effect, and improve air quality while managing runoff from the
from adjacent streets. Stormwater planters are located at the edges of the plaza and
provide additional management for runoff from impervious surfaces. The planters are
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<
ACTI V E , V I B R AN T P U BL IC
S P ACE S
Shade trees and vegetation reduce
impervious surfaces and provide a more
comfortable environment for gathering.

populated with native, water-tolerant
vegetation improving the aesthetics
of the plaza and reducing stormwater
volume through evapotranspiration.
Depaving a portion of the gravel
area adjacent to the street reduces
impervious surfaces, provides a space
for additional plantings and street
trees, and creates a buffer between
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pedestrians and vehicular traffic.
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5%
(4 votes)

12%
10%

(9 votes)

(8 votes)

21%
(16 votes)

22%
(17 votes)

18%
(14 votes)

13%
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GR E EN PUB LIC SPACE OP P ORTUNIT IE S
Residents attending the Community Greening Parties identified other areas of the
city that might benefit from green public spaces. 22 percent recommended spaces
in Midtown, 21 percent recommended spaces in South Allison Hill, and 18 percent
recommended spaces in Downtown. Specific public spaces that were identified as

<
M I DTO WN , S O U T H A L L IS O N
H I LL , AN D DO WNT O W N
WE R E TH E TO P 3
R E Q U E S TE D L O CA T IO NS
F O R G R E E N P U B L IC S P A C E S

opportunities include Italian Lake, the State Capitol Complex, and Market Square.

•

community organizations

•

neighborhood associations

•

business owners

•

City of Harrisburg

•

Broad Street Market Corporation

•

Downtown Improvement District

•

Harrisburg Redevelopment Authority

•

Harrisburg Young Professionals

•

CAT

•

the Commonwealth

•

Department of General Services (DGS)

•

U.S. Green Building Council

//

Potential partners for green public spaces include:
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Over 60 percent of participants at the
second round of public meetings wanted
green strategies to be employed at
public spaces in Midtown, South Allison
Hill, and Downtown.
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Green
Parks

C1H3A7P T E/R/ 1

Parks provide great opportunities for green
stormwater infrastructure. They are publicly owned,
often have the space needed for GSI, and are
highly visible sites. Parks range in scale from small
neighborhood parks and playgrounds, like 4th and
Dauphin, to large city-wide parks, like Reservoir Park.
GSI can be replicated and tailored to fit a variety of
environments and scales.

Credit: WRT
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The green parks concept is illustrated here at 4th and Dauphin Park, a small,

DRAFT

neighborhood park located in Midtown across from the Pennsylvania National Fire
A new pervious basketball court not only
provides a new surface for playing, but
also manages stormwater that falls on the
court and has additional underground
storage to manage overflow from the rain
garden, street planters, and swale.

Museum. The green parks concept focuses on managing stormwater runoff from
impervious surfaces within the park and on the adjacent street drainage areas. This
park, along with four other parks in the city, received funding for improvements from the
state Department of Community and Economic Development and the state Department
of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR). The proposed GSI strategies include a
bioswale that connects two rain gardens at either end of the park, pervious paving, and
a porous basketball court with subsurface storage.
In this illustration, a rain garden behind the play equipment captures runoff from the
street right-of-way and the small parking lot. Overflow from the rain garden would then
travel down a bioswale that follows the curve of a pedestrian path. The rain garden,in
the foreground, collects stormwater from the street right-of-way as well as overflow
from the connected bioswale. Pervious paving along the sidewalk replaces existing
asphalt, reducing the amount of impervious surface. New street trees planted in the
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sidewalk/plaza are provide shade for the basketball court and seating area. The porous
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basketball court manages surface runoff
and the subsurface storage contains
storage space for overflow from the rain
gardens and swale.
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RESERVOIR PARK

47 VOTES

4TH & EMERALD ST.

46 VOTES

4TH & DAUPHIN PARK

36 VOTES

RIVERFRONT PARK

35 VOTES

SUNSHINE PARK

34 VOTES

7TH & RADNOR

29 VOTES

VERNON ST. PARK

29 VOTES

ITALIAN LAKE

20 VOTES

CLOVERLY HEIGHTS PLAYGROUND

18 VOTES

14TH & SHOOP PLAYGROUND

17 VOTES

PENN & DAUPHIN PLAYGROUND

17 VOTES

PENN AND SAYFORD PLAYGROUND

16 VOTES

ROYAL TERRACE PARK

13 VOTES

OTHER

12 VOTES

SHIPOKE PLAYGROUND

7 VOTES

WILSON PARK INTERSECTION

6 VOTES

BRAXTON PLAYGROUND

4 VOTES

LOTSVILLE PLAYGROUND

3 VOTES

PLEASANTVIEW PLAYGROUND

2 VOTES

GORGAS PLAYGROUND

2 VOTES

NORWOOD PLAYGROUND

1 VOTE
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GR E EN PA RK OP P ORTU NITIES
Residents attending the Community Greening Parties identified other parks in the
city that might benefit from community greening strategies. Reservoir Park, 4th and
Emerald Street Park, 4th and Dauphin Park, and Riverfront Park received the most votes.
Reservoir Park and Riverfront Park are large scale parks from the original City Beautiful
Plan from 1902 while 4th and Emerald Street Park and 4th and Dauphin Park are
smaller, neighborhood-scale parks. Green stormwater strategies, including rain gardens,
swales, pervious paving, and tree trenches shown in the concept for 4th and Dauphin
could be applied to the both larger scale city parks and smaller scale neighborhood
parks.

<
R E S E R V O I R P AR K , 4 T H &
E M E R AL D S TR E E T P A R K ,
AN D 4TH AN D DA U P H IN
P AR K WE R E TH E T O P 3
R E Q U E S TE D L O CA T IO NS
F O R G R E E N P AR K S
33 percent of participants at the second
round of public meetings wanted green
strategies to be employed in Reservoir
Park, 4th and Emerald Street Park, and
4th and Dauphin Park.

P OT ENTI A L PARTN ERSHIP S
community organizations

•

neighborhood associations

•

City of Harrisburg

•

Harrisburg Redevelopment Authority

•

Harrisburg Young Professionals

•

CAT

•

U.S. Green Building Council

•

PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources

•

PA Department of Community and Economic Development

•

City Beautiful 2.0
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Potential partners for green parks spaces include:
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Green
Vacant Lots

C1H4A3P T E/R/ 1

Vacant lots, especially publicly owned vacant lots,
can be put to productive use through redevelopment
or community greening. Seven percent of all land in
Harrisburg is vacant. Not all of these lots are suitable
for redevelopment. Depending on the context, these
lots can be used for stormwater management or as
open space, community gardens, community gathering
spaces, or playgrounds with elements of green
stormwater management.

Credit: WRT
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CO MM UN ITY GARD ENS +
GSI

THE CO NCE P T
The community greening concept for green vacant lots, illustrated at the corner of
15th Street and Hunter Street, employs a combination of green stormwater strategies

Community gardens and GSI are a
perfect match for reutilizing vacant lots.
They are both community-centered uses
that engage and require buy-in from
surrounding residents.

and vacant lot reuse strategies to revitalize a blighting influence in the community.
The illustration shows a large community garden and plaza with a rain garden and
tree trench to manage stormwater from the adjacent street and sidewalk. This concept
transforms an empty space into a productive and safe community-centered use.
The community garden provides a gathering space for residents, while the plaza anchors
the corner frontage along 15th Street and Hunter Street. The rain garden, located
behind the community garden, reduces and filters runoff from adjacent streets while
beautifying the lot. A tree trench with stormwater planters, running parallel to the
street, manages street runoff. The trees and natural vegetation provide shade, reduce
the heat island effect, enhance the environment, and improve pedestrian safety by
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providing a buffer between pedestrians and vehicular traffic.
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Educational signage explains how
rain gardens function. They are great
educational tools and help improve
the visibility of green stormwater
infrastructure projects.
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2%
(2 votes)

31%
27%

(38 votes)

(39 votes)

9%
(13 votes)

10%
(12 votes)

3%
(4 votes)

17%
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GR E EN VA CA N T L OT OP P ORTU NIT IE S
Residents attending the Community Greening Parties identified other areas in the
city with vacant lots that might benefit from community greening strategies. Uptown
received 31 percent of the votes, with North Allison Hill receiving 27 percent of the
votes. Some key vacant lots that were recommended as potential projects included

<
U P TO WN AN D N O R T H
ALL I S O N H I LL WE R E
TH E TO P 2 R E Q UE S T E D
L O CATI O N S F O R G R E E N
V ACAN T L O TS

those adjacent to the Broad Street Market and a series of vacant lots on 13th Street
near the intersections of Hanover Street, Magnolia Street, and Vernon Street.

P OT ENTI A L PARTN ERSHIP S

Over 50 percent of participants at the
second round of public meetings wanted
green strategies to be employed on
vacant lots in the Uptown and North
Allison Hill neighborhoods.

Potential partners for green vacant lots include:
•

community organizations

•

neighborhood associations

•

City of Harrisburg

•

Harrisburg Redevelopment Authority

•

Harrisburg Young Professionals

•

PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources

•

Department of Public Works
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“By taking abandoned lots and transforming them, it can bring a sense of pride
back to the neighborhood” – Westburn Majors
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Green
Community
Centers

C1H4A9P T E/R/ 1

Community centers are places where communities
gather for social, recreational, or educational
activities. This can include recreation centers like
YMCAs, neighborhood meeting spaces, or churches.
These spaces provide an opportunity to use GSI as
an educational or demonstration tool and garner
community support.

Credit: WRT
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The concept for green community centers, illustrated at the Camp Curtin YMCA,

manages stormwater and beautifies the site without impeding the functionality of the
community center. Depaving, a linear rain garden with underground storage, a tree

New street trees along Jefferson Street
provide much needed shade for the
street, sidewalk, and YMCA playing field.

trench, and a green wall manage stormwater in a visible way.
In this illustration, the asphalt area under the picnic area is removed and planted with
trees and grass to reduce impervious surfaces, increase shade, and provide a more
pleasant space for gathering. The linear rain garden that runs along the edge of the
parking lot manages stormwater runoff from the parking lot without encroaching on the
playing field. The garden provides an attractive buffer of native planting between the
parking lot and the playing field. New street trees provide shade for the street, sidewalk,
and the adjacent playing field. A large subsurface storage area under the rain garden
and play field provides storage space for additional stormwater runoff. Finally, the green
stormwater wall on the eastern facade of the building manages runoff from its roof. This
feature not only manages stormwater, but also improves the aesthetics of the building
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“We are big on the
environment at
the YMCA because
the environment is
what you see when
you go outside. It
grows the hope
inside of you.”
– Jamien Harvey
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33%
27%

(47 votes)

(39 votes)

9%
(13 votes)

10%
(14 votes)

4%
(6 votes)

17%
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(25 votes)
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GR E EN CO M MU N ITY C ENTER O P P O R T UNIT IE S
Residents attending the Community Greening Parties identified other areas in the city
with community centers that might benefit from community greening. Uptown received
33 percent of the votes, with North Allison Hill receiving 27 percent of the votes. South
Harrisburg received 17 percent of the votes. Recommendations for potential green

<
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community center projects included the Boys and Girls Club, Mission Youth Center,
Downtown YMCA, and the Neighborhood Center.

P OT ENTI A L PARTN ERSHIP S

50 percent of participants at the second
round of public meetings wanted green
strategies to be employed in the Uptown
and South Allison Hill neighborhoods.

community organizations

•

neighborhood associations

•

City of Harrisburg

•

Harrisburg Redevelopment Authority

•

churches

•

community centers

•

Camp Curtin YMCA

•

Boys and Girls Club
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Potential partners for green community centers include:
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Green
Streets

C1H5A5P T E/R/ 1

Streets are mostly impervious and make up a
significant portion of the city’s area, are visible,
publicly owned, and can beautify and enhance the
pedestrian environment and public realm.

Credit: WRT
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THE CO NCE P T
The community greening concept for green streets, illustrated here along a segment of
Forster Street between 6th Street and Capital Street, does not alter the functioning of
the street itself. Tree planters line both sides of the street to manage runoff from the

Replanting the median with native
vegetation adds to the streetscape
transformation.

street and sidewalk, while a planted median improves the overall streetscape.
The tree planters provide space for street trees and native plantings without removing
parallel parking spaces or significantly reducing the width of the sidewalk. The small
planters take a small amount of space from the parking lane and the sidewalk, allowing
both to function as normal. New street trees in each planter provide much needed
shade, reduce the heat island effect, and improve air quality. The native planting in each
planter helps to filter and absorb stormwater before it reaches a subsurface storage.
The center median, while not performing a stormwater function, works with the tree
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trenches to enhance the overall streetscape and improve the pedestrian environment.
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Stormwater tree planters provide shade
and greenery, which contributes to a
more active and enjoyable public realm.
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3%
(4 votes)

17%
25%

(22 votes)

(32 votes)

10%
(13 votes)

12%
(15 votes)

8%
(10 votes)

24%
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(30 votes)
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GR E EN STREET OP P ORTU NITIE S
Residents attending the Community Greening Parties identified other areas with streets
that might benefit from community greening strategies. South Harrisburg and North
Allison Hill both received about a quarter of the votes. Recommendations for potential
green streets included many of the main thoroughfares — 3rd Street, 6th Street, Forster

<
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Street, 7th Street, and Derry Street as well as a few smaller, neighborhood streets.

•

community organizations

•

neighborhood associations

•

City of Harrisburg

•

Harrisburg Redevelopment Authority

•

Harrisburg Young Professionals

•

PennDOT

•

Department of Public Works
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Potential partners for green streets include:
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Almost 50 percent of participants at
the second round of public meetings
wanted green streets strategies to be
employed in North Allison Hill and South
Harrisburg.
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Green
Businesses

C1H6A1P T E/R/ 1

Business sites represent significant potential given
that they are, on average, 80 percent impervious.
Green stormwater infrastructure projects on
commercial properties – specifically greening parking
lots, can manage stormwater in a visible way without
affecting business operations in any significant way.

Credit: WRT
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The community greening concept businesses, illustrated at the Family Dollar on S 13th
Street, showcases green stormwater infrastructure retrofits and community greening

In this concept, underutilized impervious
parking surfaces are depaved and utilized
for green stormwater management.

techniques businesses across the city can use. Techniques include rain gardens,
depaving, and installation of street trees and native landscaping.
In this concept, underutilized paved areas are turned into rain gardens that manage
stormwater runoff from the parking lot and adjacent street rights-of-way. These
rain gardens not only manage stormwater, but also enhance the curb appeal of the
business’s property. Depaving portions of the parking lot and planting trees reduces
the amount of impervious surfaces and provides much needed shade. New street trees
and native planting along the street provide shade, reduce the heat island effect, and
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improve air quality while enhancing the streetscape.
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Simple community greening strategies
like planting ornamental trees and native
vegetation can increase the curb appeal
of a business without a great deal of
investment.
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1%
(1 vote)

3%
(4 votes)

23%
9%

(28 votes)

(11 votes)

26%
(32 votes)

12%
(14 votes)

9%
(11 votes)

17%
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GR E EN B USI NESS OPPORTU N IT IE S
Residents attending the Community Greening Parties identified other areas with
businesses that might benefit from community greening strategies. South Allison Hill
received 26 percent of the votes and Uptown received 23 percent of the votes. This
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correlates opportunities identified through the land use and stormwater potential
analyses, including Kline Plaza, located in South Allison Hill, and Uptown Plaza, located
in Uptown. Both of these businesses are large-scale, big box shopping centers
surrounded by vast amounts of parking. Strategies similar to those employed in the
community greening concept for green businesses could be used to reduce the amount

Almost 50 percent of participants at
the second round of public meetings
wanted green strategies to be employed
at businesses in South Allison Hill and
Uptown.

of impervious surfaces, provide stormwater management, and improve the overall
aesthetics of the shopping centers.

P OT ENTI A L PARTN ERSHIP S
community organizations

•

neighborhood associations

•

businesses

•

City of Harrisburg

•

Harrisburg Redevelopment Authority

•

Harrisburg Chamber of Commerce
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Potential partners for green businesses include:
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Green
Schools

C1H6A7P T E/R/ 1

Schools are prime locations for testing green
stormwater infrastructure strategies. When green
stormwater infrastructure projects are planned
at schools there is an opportunity to create a
curriculum that overlaps and teaches students
about the importance of clean water, the threat of
stormwater and pollution, and how green stormwater
infrastructure can manage runoff and provide
additional benefits to communities. Students can be
involved in constructing or planting all or part of the
green stormwater infrastructure project.

Credit: WRT
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ST OR M W A T ER P LANTERS
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The community greening concept for schools is illustrated here at the Rowland School,
located at 19th and Derry in South Allison Hill. The concept demonstrates how green
stormwater infrastructure and community greening techniques to provide green
amenities and improve the overall aesthetics of the campus. GSI strategies include

Stormwater planters, populated with
native, water-tolerant plants improve
the streetscape and provide a buffer
between students and vehicular traffic.

stormwater planters, rain gardens, stormwater tree trenches, green roofs, depaving, and
a green wall.
Stormwater planters line the street. These planters manage street runoff and provide
space for native planting and street trees. Rain gardens are located at the corner
of 19th and Derry and 18th and Swatara. The rain garden at intersections manage
additional street runoff. A stormwater tree trench along the existing sidewalk behind
the school manages a runoff from a portion of the street and provides space for new
street trees. Green roofs are used on the flat roofs and are visible from the ground.
Excess paving is removed where it does not impede pedestrian traffic. Finally, a green
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stormwater wall, manages a portion of the roof runoff.
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The stormwater green wall functions
as a series of small troughs that treat
stormwater by allowing water to
infiltration through each trough until any
overflow reaches a planter at the base of
the system.
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BEN FRANKLIN SCHOOL

62 VOTES

JOHN HARRIS HIGH SCHOOL

59 VOTES

CAMP CURTIN SCHOOL

57 VOTES

ROWLAND SCHOOL

47 VOTES

FOOSE SCHOOL

45 VOTES

SCOTT SCHOOL

37 VOTES

DOWNEY SCHOOL

30 VOTES

MARSHALL SCHOOL/MATH & SCIENCE ACAD.

29 VOTES

MELROSE SCHOOL

29 VOTES

HARRISBURG HIGH, SCITECH CAMPUS

24 VOTES

OTHER*

21 VOTES
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*Other included Premier Art &
Sciences and unspecified private
institutions.
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A DD I TI O NA L OPPORTU N ITIES
Residents attending the Community Greening Parties identified other schools that
might benefit from community greening strategies. Residents voiced support for green
stormwater infrastructure at all schools in the city, but Ben Franklin School, John Harris
High School, and Camp Curtin School received the most votes. Regardless of what green
stormwater infrastructure type is employed, all of the schools listed could benefit from
educational programs paired with infrastructure investments that focus on creating a
new generation of stewards of the city’s waterways and environment.

P OT ENTI A L PARTN ERSHIP S
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F O R G R E E N S CH O O L S
40 percent of participants at the second
round of public meetings wanted green
strategies to be employed at Ben
Franklin School, John Harris High, and
Camp Curtin School.

City of Harrisburg

•

Harrisburg Redevelopment Authority

•

Harrisburg School District

•

PennDOT

•

Department of Public Works

•

parents/Parent Teacher Associations (PTA)

•

students

•

teachers

•

Pennsylvania State Education Association

•

Penn State Extension

•

HACC
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Potential partners for green schools include:
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Green
Homes

C1H7A3P T E/R/ 1

Green stormwater infrastructure strategies can
be applied even at a single home. Every green
infrastructure project, no matter how small, adds up
and accrues benefits. There are many types of GSI that
individual homeowners can install and use on their
own properties to manage stormwater and reduce
runoff.

Credit: Flickr // Melbourne Water
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Credit: WRT

^
A F L O W-T HRO UGH
PL ANT ER M A N A G ES
R U N OFF FR O M A ROOF

Rain Harvesting/Collecting — A portion of a city’s water usage goes toward residential
irrigation and other outdoor uses. This includes watering plants and even washing
cars. Homeowners can reduce their water usage by installing rain barrels or cisterns to
collect rain water from downspouts or roof leaders. This form of GSI not only manages
some stormwater runoff, but also reduces the overall burden on the city’s water

In this example, stormwater runoff
from the roof of the garage and house
is directed to a wooden flow-through
planter.

infrastructure.
Native Vegetation — Planting native, natural vegetation such as wildflowers or grasses,
reduces the need for irrigation since native plants are already accustomed to the
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climate of western Pennsylvania. Native vegetation also requires less fertilizer and
pesticides, which cause water pollution.
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In this example, a small rain garden in
a front yard manages a portion of the
runoff from the roof of the building,
while a rain barrel collects the remaining
stormwater for irrigation.

Credit: WRT

Trees — Trees are a type of green stormwater infrastructure. Trees, similar to other
forms of GSI, intercept rainwater with their leaves and absorb stormwater through their
roots.
Flow-through Planters — Flow-through planters can be purchased prefabricated or
constructed on-site with overflow valves. Planters are typically located next to a building.
Stormwater from the building’s roof is directed to a planter through a downspout and
filtered through the soil in the planter box.
Rain Gardens — Rain gardens can be built in a back, front, or side yard to reduce
stormwater from a runoff source like a roof, patio, or driveway. Rain gardens use natural
vegetation, soil, and stone storage to filter stormwater runoff.
Pervious Paving — Almost any residential ground-level impervious surface, including
driveways, patios, and paths, can be replaced with pervious paving. Pervious paving can
reduce stormwater runoff by allowing water to seep through the material instead of run
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off of it.
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Credit: WRT
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THE
SITES
Working with community groups
in Harrisburg, Capital Region
Water selected three pilot project
areas for green stormwater
infrastructure. Within these study
areas, Capital Region Water and
its consultant team identified
opportunities to implement
GSI and maximize stormwater
management in cost effective and
innovative ways. The opportunities
demonstrate a wide range of
GSI tools from simple, low-cost
grading alternatives to signature
design projects. Practices that
provide management solutions
in surface, vegetated systems
were prioritized, but the majority
of the systems also include
a subsurface infiltration or
detention component to maximize
stormwater management.

from impervious areas, limiting
the loading ratio of the system to
10:1 to improve the infiltration
performance, and connecting to
existing sewer-connected inlets
or the combined sewer when
possible.
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The conceptual layout and sizing
of the systems was based on
providing storage for 1.4″ of runoff

Credit: WRT
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4th and Dauphin Park is located in Midtown across from the Pennsylvania National
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Fire Museum. The site includes the block surrounding the park, bounded by 4th Street,
om

Kelker Street, Fulton Street, and Muench Street. The park is slated for improvements as
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part of an effort by the City, funded by grants from the state Department of Community
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and Economic Development and DCNR, to renovate five parks. GSI strategies were
integrated into the existing site plan, with some modifications, served as the basis for

RAI

the conceptual GSI design.

N GARDEN

Proposed GSI strategies include a bioswale downslope of the proposed playground,
a porous basketball court with subsurface storage, and a rain garden adjacent to the
basketball court where indicated on the park renovation plan. Systems located within
the right-of-way include stormwater planters on the east side of 4th Street at Dauphin
Street and a bioswale on the north side of Kelker Street at the intersection with 4th
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Street. The proposed project would manage 35,658 square feet of impervious area.

F OURTH STREET P L AN TERS:
Two stormwater planters are proposed along 4th Street to intercept stormwater runoff
from the right-of-way and a portion of the park before it reaches the existing inlet at the
intersection with Dauphin Street. Stormwater will be diverted from 4th Street into the
planters using trench drains to maximize capture. The planting media in the planters
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removal through evapotranspiration. An overflow in the downslope planter will carry

S

will filter runoff and provide temporary storage while the plantings will provide volume

WA
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any excess runoff to the stone storage bed underneath the porous basketball court for
infiltration and slow release. Plugged underdrains connected to the basketball court’s
subsurface bed will allow the planters to be drained if the soils prove to be unsuitable
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The majority of GSI projects are located
on the park property with the exception
of a stormwater planter on Kelker Street.
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^
GSI P RO JECT S ARE
L OCA T ED O N T HE PARK
A N D KELKER ST REET.
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Credit: WRT
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4 T H A N D DA UPHIN PARK
F R O M 4 T H ST R EE T

PORO US BA S K E T BA LL CO UR T
The existing basketball court will be replaced with a new court surfaced with porous
asphalt. The court will have a subsurface stone bed that is sized to manage runoff from

The park is slated for improvements
including a new basketball court, and
play equipment.

the court, the rooftops of the three houses immediately north of the park, and overflow
from the 4th Street planters. The subsurface stone storage bed will connect to a water
level control structure that will overflow to the combined sewer and allow the storage
bed to be underdrained if infiltration is not feasible.

RAIN G A R D E N
The site plan prepared for the City proposes a rain garden and pavilion adjacent to
the basketball court. The proposed GSI plan captures runoff from the play surface of
the proposed swings, the path along the southern edge of the park, and the parking
lot on the public housing property to the southeast of the park and diverts it into the
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rain garden. Runoff from the play surface of the swings will be directed through sheet
flow while a trench drain across the path will divert runoff from the path to the rain
garden. Runoff from the parking lot will be diverted through a vegetated swale or pipe. A
vegetated swale would require additional grading and excavation. An inlet within the rain
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garden will convey overflow to the porous basketball court’s stone bed for additional
storage. Site constraints limit rain garden storage, and it cannot provide storage for the
full 1.4” of runoff from its contributing impervious areas. However, the porous basketball
court has been designed to provide additional storage to offset this volume.

STO RM WATER SWAL E
The park renovation plan proposes a loop pathway around the playground and a rain
garden upslope of the playground. In order to minimize runoff and increase stormwater
capture, the rain garden was shifted to the downslope side of the playground and
extended to function as a bioswale. The path was altered to reduce proposed
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impervious surfaces and provide opportunities for additional runoff capture. A trench
drain directs runoff from the Fulton Street into the bioswale, where it flows adjacent to
the path until reaching a ponding area at the downslope of the bioswale. The bioswale
will ultimately manage runoff from Fulton Street, the small ADA parking area for the
park, the path, and the playground. A domed riser (overflow control structure) at the
bottom of the bioswale ties into the existing stormwater drainage infrastructure of the
park and will provide a safe path for overflow from the bioswale.

B I OSWA LE
A bioswale will be located on the north side of Kelker Street at the intersection with
4th Street to capture right-of-way runoff. While there is an existing grass strip, it is too
narrow to provide space for stormwater management. Instead, the proposed design
shifts the sidewalk to create adequate space for a surface GSI system. Street runoff is
diverted into the bioswale via a curb opening. Storage will be provided at the surface, in
the planting media, and in a subsurface stone bed. A tree trench with only subsurface
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storage could be an alternate scheme that would not require shifting the sidewalk.
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The Big Green Block site includes the area bounded by 6th Street, Camp Street,
Jefferson Street, and Forrest Street. This project area became a focus not only for the
stormwater opportunities, but also because of the potential for partnership with the
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Camp Curtin neighborhood and YMCA.
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GSI opportunities for this area range from subsurface systems focused on maximizing

CR

runoff capture to signature design projects that provide neighborhood greening
and highly visible demonstrations of stormwater management. The individual GSI
opportunities manage runoff from the YMCA, the roof of the Camp Curtin Memorial

B I O S WA L E

Mitchell United Methodist Church, and the streets that create the boundary of the
analysis area.
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A rain garden and storage/infiltration trench along the edge of the YMCA parking lot and
ou
n

beneath the playing field along Jefferson street will manage runoff from the parking lot,
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as well as runoff from Woodbine, Jefferson, Forrest, and 6th Streets. The narrow, linear
rain garden manages surface runoff while minimizing encroachment into the playing
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field. The rain garden will overflow to a subsurface storage/infiltration trench beneath
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the field that will provide additional storage for parking lot runoff as well as runoff from
adjacent streets. New inlets installed upslope of existing sewer-connected inlets connect
directly to the trench and divert right-of-way runoff. Diversion of runoff from the sides
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Jefferson Street between Woodbine Street and Wharton Alley will require additional

S

of Woodbine, Jefferson, and Forrest Streets opposite the YMCA property and from
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evaluation of existing infrastructure to determine if managing those drainage areas is
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A large storage infiltration area under the
YMCA playfield, suburface storage under
the planters along 6th Street, and the
pervious paving on Wharton Alley have
large subsurface storage components.
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Credit: WRT

^
CA M P CUR T IN MEMORI AL
M I T C HELL UN IT E D
M ET H O DIST CHURC H &
A D J ACENT A LLE YWAY
The alleyway, which is proposed to
be resurfaced with pervious paving, is
located between an historic church and
park.

Y MCA G R E E N WA LL WIT H F LO W-T H R O U G H
PL ANT E R S
Two existing roof leaders on the eastern face of the YMCA building will be diverted to
green stormwater walls that will overflow to flow-through planter boxes. Each green
stormwater wall consists of parallel troughs mounted to the side of the YMCA building
that provide both surface and soil storage for runoff coming from the roof. The overflow
and under drain from each trough flow to the trough below, and the bottommost trough
overflows to a larger flow-through planter box that provides additional surface, soil, and
stone storage. The sizing and layout of the troughs is subject to additional structure
considerations and analysis. The stormwater planter will be lined and have both an
overflow and under drain to safely convey stormwater away from the building. The
stormwater benefits provided by this system of troughs and planters include volume
reduction through evapotranspiration and increased time of concentration to reduce
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C H URCH STO RMWATER P L AN TE R S A ND
STO RA GE/I NFILTRATION TRENCH
Stormwater planters along 6th Street and Woodbine Street will collect stormwater runoff
from the Woodbine and 6th Street rights-of-way as well as a portion of the runoff from
the Governor Curtin memorial at the northeast corner of the intersection. Stormwater
is diverted into the planters using trench drains. Each planter provides surface and soil
storage for stormwater that flows into the planters. A stone storage/infiltration trench
that connects the planters underground will provide additional storage and infiltration
area. Runoff from the west side of 6th Street as well as both side of Wharton Alley west
of 6th Street that flow onto 6th Street will be captured via inlets and piped directly to
the storage/infiltration trench.
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W H A RTO N A L L EY POROU S PAVE M E NT
Wharton alley from 6th Street to Jefferson Street will be repaved with porous asphalt.
However, given the proximity of the alley to the adjacent historic church, the depth of
excavation in the alley will be limited. Three inches of porous asphalt will be installed
over an eight-inch stone bed, a portion of which will need to be lined due to proximity
to existing buildings. A storage trench of this depth over the length of the alley provides
enough static storage for about 1.24 inches of runoff from the alley and the portions
of the church roof that could be diverted to the storage bed. Additional evaluation will
be needed to confirm that the proposed excavation depth for the porous asphalt and
pipe trenching is advisable adjacent to the church and that the proposed asphalt and
subbase are sufficient given the typical traffic in the alley. The stone bed will need to be
stepped along the length of the alley to provide a level bottom for infiltration. It may be
possible to increase the depth of some of the steps to provide additional storage where
there are no existing structures limiting the depth of excavation.

J EF FERSO N STREET BIOSWAL E
There is currently no sidewalk on the west side of Jefferson Street south of Camp Street.
A new sidewalk will be constructed along with a bioswale that manages runoff from
Jefferson Street and the new sidewalk. A flush curb or multiple curb openings will allow

used. However, that alternative will allow for better capture and management of runoff
along the full length of the bioswale.
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be required to prevent cars from parking in or driving on the bioswale if a flush curb is
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runoff from Jefferson Street to flow into the bioswale. Bollards or another deterrent may
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TYPES OF GSI

The Summit Terrace Neighborhood was evaluated to identify opportunities to implement
GSI on vacant lots and corridors identified by the community. Based on that evaluation,
proposed GSI in the neighborhood is focused on Walnut Street from Jonestown Street
ech
no l
og y

to 13th Street and Bailey Street from 12th Street to 13th Street. Although Summit Street

or
ho
od
T

from Bailey Street to Royal Terrace Park was also identified as a priority, it was not
gh
b

considered a favorable corridor for GSI implementation because of space constraints
and utility conflicts.
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The systems along Walnut Street are primarily within the right-of-way and demonstrate
a range of surface and subsurface practices to provide both streetscape enhancement

RAI

and maximize capture. GSI in this area includes a stormwater plaza with planters,
bumpouts, a tree trench, and stormwater trees. The systems along Bailey Street are

N GARDEN

less intensive systems that manage runoff at the surface in vacant lots while providing
pocket gardens and park spaces along the corridor. In addition to four rain gardens that
capture street runoff, a tree trench with subsurface storage is proposed adjacent to
one of the rain garden to manage runoff from a larger drainage area. Additional street
PWD

trees are proposed along both corridors wherever feasible. Although street trees do
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not capture and store surface runoff, the canopy will provide volume reduction and
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increased time of concentration through evapotranspiration while they reduce urban
heat island effect, improve air quality, and enhance the streetscape.

WA L NUT STREET STORMWATER P LA ZA WIT H
P L A N TERS AT L IN DEN STREET

H

garden. The plaza area, which is currently used as parking, will be surfaced with

R
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provide an attractive gathering space adjacent to the neighborhood’s community

STO

A stormwater plaza at the southeast corner of Walnut Street and Linden Street will

AT
W
M

permeable concrete pavers and will include three planters and a subsurface storage
area. The two planters on Walnut Street will intercept runoff from the south side of
Walnut Street from Linden to 13th Street. The planter on Linden Street will intercept
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from the west side of Linden Street and the north side of Walnut Street will be diverted
directly into the subsurface storage via new inlets.
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over a larger stone infiltration/storage trench that will provide additional storage. Runoff
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planters will provide surface and soil storage for stormwater and will be constructed
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runoff from the east side of Linden Street from Shrub Street to Walnut Street. The
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Rain gardens on vacant lots on Bailey
Street create small neighborhood
gathering spaces.
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^
SU M M IT T ERR A C E
CO MM UN ITY LOT

WAL NUT S T R E E T BUM P O UT S
Two stormwater bumpouts along the south side of Walnut Street between Balm and
Linden will capture and provide surface, soil and stone storage for runoff from the south

On the other hand, we denounce with
righteous indignation and dislike men
who are so beguiled and demoralized
by the charms of pleasure. But who has
any right to find fault with a man who
chooses to enjoy a pleasure that has no
annoying consequences.

side of Walnut Street from Linden Street to Balm Street. A stone storage/infiltration
trench in the sidewalk will provide additional storage. Runoff from the north side of
Walnut Street will be diverted directly into the trench via a new inlet on the north side of
the street.

WAL NUT S T R E E T T R E E T R E NCH
A stormwater tree trench on the south side of Walnut Street will provide subsurface
storage for runoff from both sides of Walnut Street that will be diverted to the storage/
infiltration trench via new inlets on either side of the street. The trench provides storage
and infiltration, or slow release of runoff. Street trees within the trench provide volume
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removal through evapotranspiration.
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WA L NUT STREET STORMWATER T R E E S
Eight stormwater trees are proposed along the north and south sides of Walnut Street
between 12th Street and N. Summit Street. Each tree will manage a drainage area
by diverting street runoff through curb opening and providing subsurface storage in
the tree pit. Although stormwater trees do not achieve the target storage that most
of the other systems provide, they are an alternative to provide some stormwater
storage, runoff reduction through interception and evapotranspiration, and streetscape
enhancement where utility and other constraints preclude implementation of larger
systems.

B A ILEY STREET RAIN G ARDEN S
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A rain garden on the south side of Bailey Street in a vacant lot between 12th Street and
N Summit Street will manage stormwater from the south side of the street through a
curb opening directly into the rain garden. A second rain garden will be located south
of Bailey Street in the community-owned space where N Summit Street ends at Bailey
Street. A trench drain will divert runoff from the south side of the street across the
sidewalk and into the rain garden. A third rain garden will be located on the south side
of Bailey Street in a vacant lot where Balm Street ends. Runoff from the south side
of Bailey Street will be diverted into the rain garden via a trench drain. Due to some
topography and space constraints, additional investigation will need to be competed
to determine whether a rain garden of this shape is feasible. The fourth rain garden
will be located at the southwest corner of the intersection of Bailey Street and 13th
Street. A trench drain will divert runoff from the south side of Bailey Street across the
sidewalk and into the rain garden. A tree trench adjacent to the rain garden and stone
beneath the rain garden will provide additional storage for runoff. To capture additional
street runoff, a new inlet will be installed on the north west corner of the intersection
of Bailey Street and 13th Street. Additional runoff will be captured from the high point
of Shrub Street between 13th and Linden Streets flowing towards Linden Street, Linden
Street between Shrub Street and Bailey Street, and the north side of Bailey Street
between Linden Street and 13th Street. The new inlet will connect to a subsurface tree
trench with three feet of gravel for subsurface storage. One tree is added in the tree
trench system and a new sidewalk is proposed for the area as the existing sidewalk is in
disrepair. Additionally, four street trees are proposed along the north and south side of
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Bailey Street.
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SIGNAGE
PLAN
Capital Region Water is going
beyond the base requirements in
the plan and creating a Signage
Plan. The Signage Plan will not
only cover warning signs at all 59
outfalls along the Susquehanna
River and Paxton Creek, but also
additional large educational signs
at key public access points and
locations. These educational
signs will provide the public with
additional information about
combined sewer overflows, green
stormwater infrastructure, and the
city’s watersheds and waterways.

//

As part of this plan, Capital Region
Water is required to raise public
awareness about the effects
of combined sewer overflows
and bolster public support for
control measures. Signage and
notifications are a key component
and help ensure that the public
is informed about the location
of outfalls, combined sewer
overflow events, and the potential
health and environmental threats
associated with combined sewer
overflows. The EPA Guidance
Compliance Checklist requires
utilities like Capital Region Water
to install and maintain signs at
ever combined sewer outfall and
at pubic access points to advise

the public to avoid recreational
use of affected water after a wet
weather event.
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Capital Region Water’s Nine
Minimum Control Plan, approved
by the EPA, requires nine minimum
controls to reduce the negative
effects of combined sewer
overflows.

what
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Credit: Capital Region Water

SIG N A G E IM P LE M E NTAT IO N P LA N
The EPA requires warning signs to be installed and maintained at every CSO outfall.
Many of Capital Region Water’s current signs are in poor condition, or are difficult to
locate and read. With its recent Signage Implementation Plan, Capital Region Water will
design and install new signage at all CSO locations. Public notification signage alone
will not reduce overflows or pollution; instead it is intended to reduce the public health
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impact of CSOs, increase public awareness, and increase support for control measures.
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Implementation
EC EDE N T I M A G E S

Capital Region Water is going above and beyond EPA’s
requirements. Warning and identification signs will
clearly indicate the location of CSO outfalls, warn the
public of the risks associated with combined sewer
overflows, and provide a way for the public to report
an issue or find out more about how Capital Region
Water is working to reduce overflows throughout the
system. Each CSO has an associated ID number that
will be located near the outfall.

EC EDE N T I M A G E S
New educational signs at key public locations like
beaches, boat launches, and trails will include userfriendly and engaging graphics to describe Harrisburg’s
combined sewer system, stormwater impacts, and
what the community can do to reduce negative
outcomes on their health and the environment.
There will be several different types of educational
signs that will incorporate best practices for reducing
pollution, stormwater runoff, and combined sewer
overflows from ever reaching Paxton Creek and the
Susquehanna River.
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Be on the lookout for pilot signs which will be installed
in the spring of 2017!
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Credit: Flickr // Chesapeake Bay Program
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THE
PROGRAM
There is standard for green
stormwater infrastructure
programs — they range from
programs that build GSI on
public property to programs
that provide incentives for
residents to construct GSI on
private properties. In fact, cities
often employ a combination of
strategies, including improvements
to grey infrastructure, to
create a successful stormwater
management program.

stormwater management program
will need to include some
investment to update and repair
the current grey infrastructure
system. The balance of green and
grey will be based on the analysis
and modeling results from the
upcoming Long Term Control Plan.
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Harrisburg needs a mixture of
grey and green infrastructure to
manage its stormwater. Capital
Region Water is committed to
creating a green stormwater
infrastructure program that
prioritizes investment in
green technologies to manage
stormwater and leverages
infrastructure investment to
provide benefits to Harrisburg
communities. However, the
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POTENTIAL PROGRAM OUTLINE

PILOT
PROJECTS

Work with
partners +
community
groups

SEWER “GREY ”
INVESTMENTS
Improve
functioning of
existing system

HOW SHOULD
WE INVEST?
PROG R A M O UT LINE
Successful stormwater management programs include a healthy mix of investment in
maintaining existing sewer and wastewater infrastructure and funding for green infrastructure

GRANTS

projects. The program to manage stormwater in Harrisburg will include funding for pilot green

Create
a grant
program for
community
groups

stormwater infrastructure projects, investments in existing sewer infrastructure, grants and
incentives for community groups and homeowners, and maintenance and inspection programs.
Building GSI in the public realm (schools, parks, streets, etc.) will involve Capital Region
Water working with partner organizations and neighborhood partners from design through

MAINTENANCE
Create a
maintenance
program for
pilot GSI &
grant projects

construction. This program would likely be funded through a mixture of Capital Region Water’s
capital and operating budgets, which are funded through utility fees, a potential new fee, and
grants from state and federal organizations, including the EPA Clean Water State Revolving
Fund. Public-private partnerships can reduce Capital Region Water’s costs of building GSI.
Providing grants and incentives for community groups or residents to construct GSI would give
organizations and residents an opportunity to apply for funding from Capital Region Water to

INCENTIVES

build GSI. Programs throughout the country handle these incentive/grant programs in different

Create a
program
that provides
incentives for
homeowners
to install GSI

ways, but there are three basic models — cost-sharing, rebates, and grants. Cost-sharing
programs, like the RainCheck program in Philadelphia, share the upfront cost of building
GSI with the community organization or resident. Rebate programs, similar to the RainWise
program in Seattle, provide the community organization or resident with a rebate after the GSI
is installed and inspected. Grant programs, like the Watershed Stewards Grant in San Francisco,

INSPECTIONS

Conduct yearly
inspections of
GSI

issue grants to community organizations or neighbors who work together to propose a GSI
project in their neighborhood.
In order to make a GSI program work there must be a system in place to ensure that installed
systems are properly maintained and inspected. If GSI is not properly maintained, it may cease
to function, negating its environmental, social, and economic benefits. Cities with established
programs have employed different methods to address maintenance. The RiverSmart program
in Washington, D.C. builds inspections into incentive or program agreements. Seattle’s RainWise
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program requires owners to sign an agreement to maintain the GSI for at least five years. In
order for Capital Region Water’s program to be successful, a clear maintenance and inspection
program and schedule must be included in program agreements and guidelines.
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HAD $500 TO SOLVE OUR PROBLEM:

01

Provide grants/incentives for
community groups to build GSI

02

Provide grants/incentives to
individuals for GSI retrofits

03

Enhance grey infrastructure/
build bigger sewers
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The voting results of the “money game”
include participants at the first series
of public meetings at the Camp Curtin
YMCA and the Lancaster School.
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Build GSI in the public realm
(schools, parks, streets, etc.)
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Cities with green stormwater infrastructure programs distribute the cost of

PH I L ADELPHIA WATER
ST OR M W A T ER FEES

improvements and maintenance in a variety of ways.

Integrated in utility rates. This approach, employed by Boston and San Francisco,
In 2015, Philadelphia Water introduced
a new stormwater fee based on the
stormwater generated on each parcel
in the city to their existing stormwater
ordinance. They spent almost a year
doing community outreach to inform
residents about the fee and ways they
can reduce stormwater rates. Residents
and business owners can receive
stormwater credits that reduce their
fee for building projects that reduce
impervious surfaces and manage
stormwater.

integrates the cost of stormwater into sewer rates. In this model, land uses that
generate the most stormwater are not required to pay for stormwater unless they
receive a sewer bill. This means that a parking lot, as pictured in the diagram, that
generates a lot of stormwater, but does not currently pay a sewer bill, pays nothing
toward stormwater.
Flat fee per parcel. This approach, employed by St. Louis, distributes the cost equally

CITIES
CITIES
DISTRIBUTE
DISTRIBUTE
THE
TH
which
which
model
model
do do
youyou
prefer?
prefer?
among all parcels regardless of size or amount of stormwater generated. This means

that a commercial parcel or a large parking lot ends up paying the same amount as a
single family home for stormwater.

howhow
other
other

Based on the size of parcel. This approach, employed by Seattle and Boulder, bases
the amount of stormwater fee on the physical size of the parcel. This means that a

large commercial parcel that may only be 30 percent impervious is charged more for
stormwater than a smaller commercial parcel that is 85 percent impervious.
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The voting results include participants at
the first series of public meetings at the
Camp Curtin YMCA and the Lancaster
School.
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Based on stormwater generated. This
approach, employed by Philadelphia and
Lancaster, charges properties an amount
for stormwater the property generates.
percent impervious pays the largest fee,
while a residential property that is 40
percent impervious pays the smallest
fee.
Harrisburg residents overwhelmingly
preferred the model that bases a fee on
how much stormwater is generated by
parcel. This model equitably distributes
the cost of stormwater management
so that the properties with the most
impervious surfaces, which generate
the most stormwater, pay the highest
fees. Levying this type of fee can
also incentivize property owners and
businesses to build GSI or partner with
Capital Region Water to build GSI in an
effort to reduce the fee associated with
large amounts of impervious surface.
In Philadelphia, the Water Department
offers a number of programs to reduce
stormwater fees. Property owners
can reduce their stormwater fees
by implementing green stormwater
infrastructure projects that reduce the
amount of impervious surface on their
property.

STORMWATER FEE BASED ON STORMWATER GENERATED

This means that a parking lot that is 80

0.20 acres

40%
impervious
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30%
pervious

70%
impervious
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0.50 acres
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60%
pervious

80%
impervious

20%
pervious
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If Capital Region Water decides to implement a
stormwater fee and ordinance, a great deal of
community outreach will be conducted to ensure
that the public is fully aware of the ordinance and
its requirements. For example, Philadelphia began
their outreach program for their 2015 stormwater
fee update a year in advance, while Atlanta started
outreach for their first ordinance three years before it
was adopted in 2013.
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Stormwater fees are a common way for utilities to
pay for green stormwater infrastructure investments
because they ensure that the properties that generate
the most stormwater pay the most to manage it.
However, stormwater management needs to be paid
for with or without a separate stormwater fee. Without
a stormwater fee, residents currently pay for it as part
of their sewer bill. Properties with a lot of impervious
surfaces, but that do not receive a sewer bill, pay
nothing. This leaves properties with a small amount
of impervious surfaces to subsidize stormwater
infrastructure for properties that generate more
stormwater. The good news is that if the fee based on
stormwater generated is implemented, properties will
only pay their fair share of the stormwater burden.
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THE MAGNITUDE
OF THE
PROGRAM
L EVE R A G ING PA R T NE R S H IP S
Capital Region Water cannot do this alone. Tackling the issue of stormwater
management will require participation from local and state government agencies,
community organizations, neighborhoods, and other partners. Capital Region Water
plans to leverage funding with partners throughout Harrisburg who have goals that can
be furthered by green stormwater infrastructure in an effort to find ways to capitalize on
the multiple benefits of green infrastructure.
Capital Region Water plans to not only partner with community organizations, nonprofits, and government agencies, but also with individual property owners. The majority
of land in the city is privately owned. This means that while the initial phases of green
infrastructure will focus on public property, where the city has control, Capital Region
Water will need to work with private owners to strategize ways to implement green
stormwater infrastructure on private property.

HOW M UCH WILL IT A LL CO S T ?
The three pilot projects — 4th and Dauphin Park, Big Green Block, and Summit Terrace
provide some guidance about the potential cost of implementing GSI in Harrisburg.
Credit: Flickr // Port of Tacoma

There may be ways to share costs by creating partnerships. The average cost per acre
managed for the pilot projects is $405,500, or $289,000 per acre-inch managed. Pilot
projects are typically more expensive because they have not reached an economy of
scale. For purposes of comparison, Philadelphia Water targets an average of $250,000 -
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$300,000 per acre-inch managed.
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“Everyone can do something, and if we all do something, before we know it the job
will be done and we will have impacted a generation. Not just this generation but
generations to come.” – Bishop Roberta Thomas
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